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Billboard companies seek
ordinance to go digital
Opponents invoking
1987 referendum to keep
City free of ‘blight’
BY LARA PATANGAN
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
Sign, sign everywhere a sign …
and if efforts by some local advocates are any indication, it’s a sure
sign that they don’t want them.
Proposed legislation could reverse
components of a 1987 charter
amendment passed by a voter referendum which stopped the construction of new billboards and removed
hundred of others from neighborhood roadways.

In homes by NOVEMBER 5TH, 2013

See more on page

Draft ordinance 2013-493, introduced in July by Councilman
Richard Clark, would allow companies lobbying for the bill, including
Clear Channel Outdoor, and CBS
Outdoor to set up new billboards,
potentially in different locations, as
old billboards are removed. Karl
Sanders, an attorney hired by Clear
Channel Outdoor, drafted the
ordinance.
In the 1980s, a group of concerned citizens frustrated with visual
blight from billboards campaigned
for a charter amendment that prohibited any new billboards and created a timeline for many existing
billboards to come down.
See BILLBOARD on page 12
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Dear Loyal Readers:
Our theme Giving/Thanksgiving is so appropriate. This
issue of The Resident is a special one for me, marking the
end of a full year’s worth of issues serving as editor. The
position came at a time when I was transitioning from an
out-of-town job to unemployment, and for that I couldn’t be
more thankful.
Jacksonville was our “pick city” when my husband Bill
and I were trying to decide where to move from Pittsburgh
two years ago. We have been so blessed here and I am continually overwhelmed by the kindness and graciousness of
people I meet while covering neighborhood news.
In this issue you’ll read a lot of stories about ordinary
people who give in extraordinary ways, from well-known
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philanthropists, to often overworked and underpaid staff at
nonprofit organizations, to the next door neighbor who quietly helps others. All are inspiring; I hope you’ll agree and
be inspired as well.
These stories, and the many that we’ve published all year,
wouldn’t be read if it weren’t for the awesome team of contributing writers at The Resident. I applaud longtime writers
Steve DiMattia, Victoria Register-Freeman, Julie Kerns
Garmendia, Nathan Miller and Laura Jane Pittman and newcomers Nancy Lee Bethea, Lorrie DeFrank, Peggy Harrell
Jennings, Lara Patangan and Robin Robinson, as well as
special contributors throughout the year. I could not have
done this without them.

Gratefully,

Kate A. Hallock, Editor

My Favorite Things
Goes Holiday

DON’T GET JUST ANY MORTGAGE, GET A

PERFECT FIT
CONTACT ME AT
904.233.7717 TO LEARN MORE

Submissions for class winners, grades 1 to 6, in the drawing
contest are due Nov. 12 to the editor. Scan and email to
kate@residentnews.net or mail originals to The Resident Community
News Group, Attn. Editor, 1650 Margaret Street, #310, Jacksonville, FL
32204.

Jill Moore
VP, Mortgage Originator
jill.moore@everbank.com
everbank.com/jmoore
NMLS ID: 648916

Senior Memories: Holiday Favorites
13ERM0318.9
NMLS ID: 399805
© 2013 EverBank. All rights reserved.

Tell us in 50 words or less about your favorite holiday memory or holiday tradition. Feel free to
include a photo, then or now! Deadline: Nov. 8. Mail to The Resident Community News Group, Attn.
Editor, 1650 Margaret Street, #310, Jacksonville, FL 32204 or email to kate@residentnews.net.

Residential or Commercial

CUSTOM BUILDING - REMODELING
Celebrating 51 Years
as Jacksonville’s
Premier Custom
Builder & Remodeler

CBC026189

 WRPWURXWLQFFRPContact us for a FREE consultation!

PERSONALIZED SERVICE

$25
OFF

Get $25 Off your service
call every weekday
in November! Clip this
coupon and schedule
your appointment.
Saving money has
never been this easy!
Call Us Today 384-5661

384-5661
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TerryVereenPlumbing.com
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Absence speaks louder than their words

Where were Lakewood
residents?
BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS

nearly 33 percent are for nuisance
property issues. Although that same
issue was number one in District 5, it
only represented 25 percent of the
total requests for service.

Based on reports of Lakewood residents unhappy about the ad valorem
tax increase, District 5 Councilwoman
Lori Boyer was armed and ready to
discuss the events leading up to City
Council’s vote to increase property
tax by 14 percent. The meeting could
have been lively, at best, and contentious, at worst.
That is, if anyone had bothered to
show up.
In all fairness, there were seven
people at the Oct. 21 meeting at
Lakewood Presbyterian Church,
including three from the church.
In fact, the number of officials was
equal to the number of attendees. In
addition to Boyer, there was State
Representative Charles McBurney, AtLarge Councilman Robin Lumb,
Belinda Johnson, representing the
City’s CARE System, Kimberly Scott,
division chief for Municipal Code
Compliance, Ashley Smith Juarez,
Board member, Duval County Public
Schools, serving District 3, and
Boyer’s executive assistant, Allison
Adams.
Johnson provided an overview of
630-CITY, the CARE System which
affords residents the opportunity to
submit issues and track resolution.
Scott followed with a discussion on
municipal code compliance and
enforcement, noting that nuisance
properties are the number one violation, usually for overgrowth. Of the
81,403 service requests citywide,

Guest speakers address
light “crowd”
“Since our crowd is very light and I
have a rather detailed discussion on
budget and pension for those who had
expressed concerns about it, I would
like to give our special guests an
opportunity to say a few words,” said
Boyer.
Congressman McBurney and
Councilman Lumb both spoke briefly,
respectively, about pedestrian safety
along University Boulevard and the
2013-2014 budget.
Rep. McBurney mentioned a recent
meeting with several groups concerning San Jose Boulevard and the recent
traffic tragedy. “Crossing San Jose
Boulevard as a pedestrian can be quite
overwhelming and intimidating,” he
said. “There were a number of ideas
and suggestions, such as extending
the amount of time for a person to
reasonably cross the boulevard.” The
congressman also shared that he is
chairman of the justice appropriations
subcommittee, as well as sits on the
joint legislative budget commission to
help set long-range plans, and on the
education, appropriations and judiciary committees.
Lumb noted that as a member of
the finance committee “that whole
budget process was extraordinarily
difficult, but I think at the end of the
day we did what we had to do to hold
together a functioning municipal government in Duval County. The driver

on all these budget issues is the escalating pension costs, which is something we have no control over.”
“But I want to say you are fortunate to have the person who is
arguably the hardest working and
most knowledgeable person on City
Council,” Lumb said about Boyer.
“My City Council aide calls her an
energizer bunny; you are fortunate to
have her working for you.”
Smith-Juarez shared the strategic
goals of the Duval County Public
Schools, first noting “We are working
very diligently to make sure we have
an effective, efficient, creative and fun
education system for your children.”
The new strategic plan has four central goals: developing and retaining
great teachers and leaders; engaging
parents, caregivers and the community
to streamline the process of partnerships for the schools; using resources
effectively, efficiently and equitably;
and educating the whole child, which
includes addressing the arts, physical
activity and security in the schools.
Much ado about the budget
was…nothing?
Following an hour’s worth of
remarks by the aforementioned, Boyer
got to the meat of the meeting. Well
prepared, the councilwoman
addressed the concerns that those
absent Lakewood residents had about
the tax increase.
She presented the budget process
timeline, beginning last spring, noting
that the Council Finance Committee
and other standing committees spent
67 hours in budget hearings and the
full Council met in back to back sessions for a total of nearly 17 hours of
debate on the budget and more than
40 amendments.
The tentative millage increase
approved by Council in July was done
so to bridge the $60 million gap in
Mayor Brown’s proposed budget,
which also included across the board
cuts in services. Even with the
increase, cuts in services will occur,
said Boyer.
Historically, the millage rate has
reflected property tax values. When
property values were high, the rate
was low. In 2008-2009, the rate was at
a 20-year low at 8.4841 mils while
taxable property values were over $55
billion, resulting in revenue for that
fiscal year of just over $472 million.

Taxable property values plummeted
shortly thereafter and are now 22.48
percent lower than they were five
years ago. The approved 2013-2014
millage increase resulted in a rate 35
percent higher than it was at the alltime low in 2008-2009 but was necessary to get to a 2013-2014 ad valorem
tax revenue source that is not even
five percent higher than it was five
years ago.
Boyer explained that the millage is
the only source available to the combined city-county budget for general
funding that is within control of City
Council. “Other funding sources, such
as cellular franchise fees, are declining,” she noted. “The pension obligation – required by law – is
skyrocketing.”
The elephant in the courts
As Lumb noted earlier in the meeting, the escalating pension costs continue to rear an ugly head every year
the budget approvals comes around.
The pension fund continues to be
underfunded, and current negotiations
between the Police and Fire Pension
Fund, police and firefighter unions,
the Office of the Mayor and City
Council are awaiting the decision of a
federal lawsuit regarding the 30-year
settlement agreement. The suit is trying to determine whether the agreement trumps state law, which indicates the pension is subject to collective bargaining every three years.
Following the councilwoman’s
insightful discussion on pension
reform, Boyer spent a few minutes
providing an update on various
District 5 issues, including the
Overland Bridge Project, which is
about 24 percent complete after 10
months, and improvements in four
district parks.
Boyer was not perturbed by the
small attendance at the town hall,
which was publicized through The
Resident, via emails to specific constituents, and through her newsletter,
which is emailed to more than 1,500
residents, as well as being announced
at the San Marco town hall meeting
earlier in the month.
“Your thorough updates on local
news and government are providing a
great public service,” said Boyer in an
email to The Resident. “In some
ways, I think people feel less need to
attend a meeting when you provide
the forum in print. I am fine either
way; it gets the message out.”

Exclusively at:

3200 Hendricks Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32207
904.396.7100
jrobertsjewelry.com
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Proposed East San Marco units nearly double previous plan
Developers following trends
in real estate, financing
BY LARA PATANGAN
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
At a town hall meeting last month
at Balis Community Center, San
Marco residents learned that developers intend to change the proposed
East San Marco development from
125 condominium units to a 240unit apartment complex.
The St. Joe Company, Regency
Centers and Whitehall Realty
Advisors presented changes to the
previous designs of East San Marco
that reflect the shift in real estate
trends away from condominiums to
apartment complexes.
The vacant site on the corner of
Atlantic Boulevard and Hendricks
Avenue, where plans for a Publix,
retail shops and residential units languished for years due to the recessed
economy, was the main topic of discussion at the town hall meeting as
residents listened to details of the
developer’s proposed changes.
The project, a joint venture
between The St. Joe Company and
Regency Centers, was originally
approved in 2006 for 57,000 square
feet of retail space, which included a
grocery anchor. According to John
Carey, the managing partner of
Whitehall, Publix is still committed
to anchor the retail space, the size of
which has not changed from the

original plans and will be slightly
larger than the Riverside store.
Changes to the first parcel of
land, located on the corner of
Hendricks Avenue and Atlantic
Boulevard, include a reduction in
Residents listen to comments about the
proposed East San Marco mixed-used
development resurrected, with changes, after
sitting dormant for over five years.

retail space to 43,000 square feet on
the bottom floor of the development.
On the five residential floors above
the retail space, the originally
planned 1,600 square-foot condominiums will be chopped into 900-

square-foot apartments, allowing for
the total number of units above the
retail space to increase from 125 to
240. The majority of the apartments
will be studio and one-bedroom
units.

Wells Fargo has
already developed the
second parcel of land
and will sit in the middle of the proposed
retail and apartment
space and the third parcel located next to
Fletcher Park.
Originally 35 units
were planned for that
site and at this time that
remains unchanged.
To accommodate the
larger number of residential units, developers have increased parking from 440 spaces to
570 spaces. There will
be separate parking access for retail
customers and renters.
The Mediterranean-style building
will feature a blend of glass, stucco
and stone that, according to
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developers, is “designed to
enhance the character of the neighborhood.” The original design had
the building stair-stepped back from
the street, but that became too costly. In the new design, parts of the
building will be recessed while others are projected out to maintain a
similar look.
The next step for developers is to
get the planned unit development
changes approved. They would like
to break ground next summer and
anticipate a finished project within
18 months.
Some residents were concerned
about the impact on traffic on
Hendricks Avenue from more
dwelling units in the same size
building. Residents complained that
traffic already backs up to Southside
Methodist Church. “It’s a huge quality of life issue,” said Fred Lambrou,
a San Marco resident. “We have a
different situation now from 2006.
Landon is a phenomenally successful school and we have a full interchange on I-95 that will further
impact traffic.”
District 5 Councilwoman Lori
Boyer, who hosted the town hall
meeting, agreed that the traffic issue
will have to be addressed. “It’s hard
to evaluate Hendricks because it’s
been a moving target. We already
have an issue because of the
Overland Bridge Project,” Boyer
explained. “We have to figure out
how to manage traffic better. The
school might have to be part of the
solution.”
Besides the residential component, the project has the potential to
enhance business activity within San
Marco Square and the surrounding
areas.
Zimm Boulos, president of OE&S
located in San Marco, spoke in support of the development. “Is it perfect? No, but in the end, it will be a
big win,” Boulos said. “I think they
are doing the best that can be done
for the neighborhood.”
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Condos vs apartments
What’s the driver for new development?
BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
From all appearances, the development bust in
Jacksonville is over. Five skinny years in construction followed the heady housing success of the early 2000s and
now developers are again coming out in small force with
exciting – and yes, controversial – developments on both
sides of the river.
As reported in The Resident, Hallmark Partners is
undertaking new projects for both luxury condominiums at
Beacon Riverside and apartments at 220 Riverside targeted
at professionals working downtown. At the same time, the
revitalization of two pre-2008-economic-downturn development projects has taken a turn from condos to apartment
complexes.
The Resident reached out to respected professionals in
the financial and real estate industries for their take on
what’s driving which type of building and why.
According to Gil Pomar, president of CenterState
Bank’s Northeast Florida Region, from a lender’s standpoint, there are pros and cons to each. “Condos are easier
to lend to in a sense because typically they are 50 percent
or so presold which greatly reduces the market/project risk
assuming the deposits are large and non-refundable,”
Pomar explained. “Apartments typically have no preleasing requirement when getting financing because it is not
practical, so in essence, if you build it…they better come.”
Anita Vining, Prudential Network Realty, concurs.
“Typically before a bank will loan a developer money for a
condominium project they require them to have a certain
percentage of pre-sales or reservations by potential purchasers. Banks today are very strict about the number of
investor buys versus actual resident buyers,” she said.
Pomar further noted that from a demographic standpoint, apartments are appealing because the country in
general now has a younger population that is waiting
longer to marry and have children. “They also (financially)
need a roommate in most cases and leasing does not
require the same commitment from a roommate that home
ownership has.”
In addition, the financial requirements for home mortgages are also more stringent than before, especially for
condos, and those who have had foreclosures or short sales
generally have to lease until they can build their credit
back up, the CenterState Bank executive noted. “I believe

Linda
Strickland
REALTOR®

this is driving so much of the apartment construction
around town,” Pomar said. “There is more big/outsideJacksonville equity fund money chasing apartments in
general versus condos as well. From a practical matter,
apartments can be a hold investment for a long period of
time while, by definition, the developer is effectively out
of the investment once all of the units are sold which they
hope will be very short term.”
From a realtor’s perspective, Vining offered: “With a
need for apartments in the San Marco area, and frankly
Avondale as well, it makes sense that developers are building as apartments but, as in past years, if the market
demands change it is very possible you will see those
apartments convert to condominiums.”
The Commander redevelopment project was originally
slated to be a luxury high-rise condominium, but the plans
filed with City of Jacksonville Planning Department now
call for luxury apartments in three buildings no higher than
five stories. Chase Properties developer Michael Balanky
has indicated that the luxury build on St. Johns Avenue is
being planned with an eye toward conversion in the future.
“My guess is that [the Commander redevelopment] is
going apartment, not because the banks are less likely to
lend on condos, but it is more that Mike [Balanky]
believes it is a better apartment market in that location in
this environment and/or 50 percent presales requirement
for condos is too difficult in that location in this environment,” Pomar said. “There was a time when presales on
condos were relatively easy. That is no longer the case for
the reasons mentioned, plus a lot of the deposits from consumers to hold their units before the bubble burst were not
large or firm enough and buyers simply walked on
them…which of course led to higher supply, a plunge in
prices, lots of foreclosures and short sales.”
As with Avondale’s Commander project, a mixed-use
plan for both residential and retail was recently proposed
for East San Marco, a joint venture between The St. Joe
Company, Regency Centers and Whitehall Realty Partners,
which will develop the multi-family complex.
East San Marco was originally proposed with fewer,
larger units as luxury condos but, like Chase Properties’
Avondale plan, will instead be built with more, smaller
apartments. While both developments will include retail,
the East San Marco project will include a new Publix.
“The East San Marco project was committed with a
grocery store, but from what I have heard, the grocery
store chain would not start construction without a commitment for a residential project on top,” Vining shared.

www.janieboyd.com

2803 Village Grove
Drive North
$1,275,000

904-881-4811
lindastrickland@comcast.net

Your San Marco
Resident and Realtor!

913 Saratoga Dr.
$699,000
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Clinton Foundation appoints San Marco resident
regional director of new health initiative
District 3 School Board
member will continue in
that capacity as well
BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
Serving as a new director in the
health sector isn’t really that much of a
reach for Duval County School Board
member Ashley Smith Juarez. As
newly appointed Northeast Florida
Regional Director for the Clinton
Foundation’s Clinton Health Matters
Initiative (CHMI), the San Marco resident still remains fully committed to
public education.
“In my work in education, I always
have known that there are many factors
that push and pull on a student’s ability
to learn. Wellness is certainly one of
those,” she stated. “As a school district
we can’t be all things to all children,
but we must recognize the challenges
our students and their families face.”
She noted that when she learned that
the Clinton Foundation, a results-driven
organization, was interested in doing
collaborative, strategic community
wellness work in Northeast Florida
(NEFL), she said she had to know
more. “The truth is, poor health can
stop you in your tracks as an individual
and impede NEFL’s productivity, creativity and economic prosperity in
aggregate. We have to address all of the

social determinants of health from family and social supports to the built environment in order to reach the quality of
life potential of the region.”
While these two roles are mutually
exclusive, both thoughtfully contribute to growing prosperity, noted
Smith Juarez.
The health initiative
is a community transformation model which has
been operating in four
other communities
across the country.
CHMI works to improve
the health and wellbeing of all people by
activating individuals,
communities and organizations to make
meaningful contributions to the health
of others.
When asked how Smith Juarez plans
to incorporate the health community,
especially the Health Planning Council
of NE FL, in the initiative she
explained that CHMI uses the county
health rankings model to inform and
guide the community health
transformation work.
“This model frames the key contributors to overall morbidity and mortality
in a set of data points that can be compared and contrasted across all the U.S.
counties. CHMI has the opportunity to
be a neutral convener bringing together
stakeholders from across sectors to cre-

ate a local blueprint for action based on
the unique health indicators of each
community,” she continued. “It is never
CHMI’s intention to duplicate efforts
but rather to work closely with existing
healthcare and public
health efforts. We are
committed to adding
value and not undermining work currently
underway.”
She gave kudos to
others, saying, “There is
some great work already
happening in NEFL such
as JCCI’s JAX 2025 initiative and the Health
Planning Council’s
Community Needs
Assessment and each of the county
health departments’ Community Health
Improvement Plans. And, there is still
much to do in moving this work forward. That is part of why the five-county region is ripe for this initiative.”
CHMI provides the opportunity to
aggregate and uplift each of these
efforts through a single, comprehensive
regional Blueprint for Action with a
community context and national reach.
CHMI then engages the public, private
and nonprofit sectors building partnerships of great purpose to achieve the
Blueprint goals.
“The Clinton Foundation brings
national relationships and resources
acting as an honest broker to facilitate

these partnerships,” Smith Juarez stated. “In addition, the community transformation model gives the opportunity
for Northeast Florida to both collaborate with and benchmark against communities doing similar work across the
country. The warm welcome extended
to CHMI by each of these organizations, area hospitals, business executives, public officials and others in the
region emphasizes the opportunity of
CHMI’s work.
Smith Juarez will hold a planning
session for key community stakeholders on Dec. 18. The day-long strategic
planning session will establish a vision
for health for the region, map existing
assets in the community, and identify
bold actions that build upon existing
community efforts and leverage the
assets of existing community infrastructure.
“It is anticipated that we will invite
approximately 150 stakeholders to the
session, with attention to keeping a balance of representation from the five
counties, from focus areas and from the
public, private and NGO sectors,” she
commented. “Once the strategic plan,
or Blueprint for Action, is developed,
CHMI will work with cross-sectorial
leaders to identify how to advance the
bold action steps.”
For more information on the initiative, Smith Juarez can be contacted by
email at asmithjuarez@clinton
foundation.org.
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“Crowdfunding” for teachers prevents dipping into own pockets
PowerUP Jax fuels classroom
innovation
Many teachers – perhaps the vast
majority – have been known to dip into
their own wallets a time or two or
more to purchase supplies for creative
classroom projects.
Now a new initiative launched by
the Jacksonville Public Education Fund
will make it easier for teachers to raise
funds to achieve their teaching goals.
PowerUP Jax is an online portal
where community members can invest
in innovative projects designed by
teachers in Duval County.
“You don’t have to be Warren
Buffett to invest in a brilliant idea,”
said Trey Csar, president of the
Jacksonville Public Education Fund.

“Teachers in Duval County have creative project proposals to boost student
achievement – and now everyone in
our community has the power to make
those dreams a reality.”
The site allows Duval County public
school teachers to highlight projects on
the site with a budget for supplies.
Investors can search by school, subject
or teacher name and donate an amount
of their choice – from $5 to $500 – to
fund the project, and share the project
with others through social media and
e-mail. When all funds have been
raised, the teacher can order the project
supplies, conduct the project and communicate directly with donors to share
the impact on students. Learn more at
www.powerupjax.org or call
(904) 394-0949.

New features on School Facts Jax
A school locator and comparison tool are part of the first of two planned expansion
phases of the Jacksonville Public Education Fund’s School Facts Jax, an interactive
website that makes public school information easily accessible and simple to use.
School Facts Jax (www.jaxpef.org/school-facts-jax.aspx) offers up-to-date academic performance data for all public schools in Duval County, including not just FCAT
performance but also indicators such as college and kindergarten readiness and participation in advanced coursework. It offers new ways to look at county-wide and
regional school data, plus a glossary and resources to make understanding school
jargon easier.
“There are mountains of data out there about education, but it’s often hard to make
sense of it all,” said Trey Csar, president of the Jacksonville Public Education Fund.
“School Facts Jax goes beyond school grades to give a more holistic picture of school
performance.”
The features are the first of two expansion phases made possible by the John S.
and James L. Knight Foundation with generous support from The Community
Foundation for Northeast Florida. School Facts Jax is a winner of the Knight
Community Information Challenge, a grant that seeks to support innovation in information distribution to build strong communities by informing and engaging residents.

Trey Csar, president, Jacksonville Public Education Fund; Susan Burns, third grade
teacher, Susie Tolbert Elementary School; John Hirabayashi, CEO, Community First
Credit Union and lead sponsor for PowerUP Jax, and Kenneth Reddick, member of the
Board of Directors, Jacksonville Public Education Fund

Community First Cares Foundation,
operated by Community First Credit
Union, is the lead sponsor for
PowerUP Jax, and has granted the
organization $25,000, the first $5,000
of which will match projects dollar for
dollar. In addition to sponsoring the
program, the Community First Cares
Foundation will sponsor a new
Innovation in Education Award to be
presented at the annual EDDY Awards.

“Community First Cares
Foundation is proud to support transformational projects like PowerUP
Jax,” said John Hirabayashi, CEO of
Community First Credit Union. “Our
roots are in education and community service and this project is a great
example of the importance of community engagement in the future of
our children.”
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4427 N. Goodbys Hideaway Drive – Two-story
home in small community with great location. Great
room with ﬁreplace, large backyard on small pond,
kitchen with breakfast room, laundry room with
washer and dryer, screened porch. Master, two
bedrooms and two baths upstairs. Roof is two years
old, new carpet in great room and exterior has been
freshly painted! $160,000

3724 Hilliard Road – Charming brick bungalow
on quiet street. Three bedrooms, two baths, vintage
kitchen, wonderful ﬂoor plan with living, dining
and family rooms. Partially fenced backyard and
one-car garage. Upgraded thermopane windows
and attic insulation. Abundance of closets - two in
master bedroom! This starter home you must see!
$169,000

Linda McMorrow

Selby Kaiser

904-626-9900

904-626-8800

REALTOR®

ﬂorida_legends@msn.com

Fresh
Ideas
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selbykaiser@bellsouth.net

Extensive
Experience.
12818 Mandarin Road – Mandarin riverfront
at its ﬁnest. Beautifully cleared homesite with
magniﬁcent trees ready for your future home.
Bulkhead in place and dock with boat cover. The
views and the sunsets are incredible! $1,200,000

SOLD

1029 Larkspur Loop – Spacious brick home on large
lot in Julington Creek with no CDD fees! Screened pool,
heated and cooled bonus room overlooking pool, rear
yard and golf course. Split bedrooms, open ﬂoor plan
with many updates - granite in kitchen and master bath.
Four large bedrooms; two share Jack & Jill bath. Wood
ﬂoors, all appliances stay. $369,900

904.739.7100 2IÀFH | 904.425.3989 )D[ | info@sellinglegends.com | TheLegendsOfRealEstate.com
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New bill to remove barriers to events in public places
Nonprofit event
organizers look forward
to streamlined application process
BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
There were a lot of questions last
month at the second of three
Nonprofit Forums when the City’s
Risk Management Division met with
community stakeholders, nonprofit
organizations, businesses, local officials and City Council members.
In recent months, Risk
Management has heard concerns
from numerous event organizers
about how the City Ordinance Code
imposes burdensome and cost-prohibitive regulations on their ability
to hold special events here in
Jacksonville, according to Chris
Hand, Chief of Staff, Office of
Mayor Alvin Brown.
At the Oct. 14 meeting, solutions
were shared that addressed concerns

Feather
Your Nest

From their Nest to yours...
at prices to sing about.
In the Shoppes of San Jose (Behind Publix)
8QLYHUVLW\%OYG:HVW-DFNVRQYLOOH)/

that the City’s insurance code
requirements can be cost-prohibitive
and burdensome
to event holders.
The answers
were mostly
received with a
sigh of relief
from event
organizers. The
small staff in the
Office of Special
Events has been
unable to keep
up with the large
number of event
applications and
requests for
information;
streamlining the
process will help
break the logjam
and get event
approvals done
more quickly –
as long as the event organizer has all
his ducks in a row.
The current ordinance requires
that organizers and any

subcontractors provide proof of
insurance to the City. Although those
insurance
requirements will
not be changed
or waived, the
burden of making sure that vendors are in compliance will be
put on the event
organizer, not on
the Office of
Special Events.
In the past, any
delay in providing such assurances of compliance would also
delay the event
planner’s ability
to begin to market the event.
The Mayor’s
Office has filed
legislation [2013-695] to ease the
burden of ordinance requirements on
organizers and vendors hosting special events. The proposed legislation
modifies insurance regulations, gives
further discretion to city officials
and allows for quicker approval of
permits for events.
“Since Mayor Brown is committed to making our community as
vibrant as possible, Risk Manager
Twane Duckworth led an effort to
streamline the event requirements,”
stated Hand in an email. “This

The small staff in the Office
of Special Events has been
unable to keep up with the
large number of event
applications and requests for
information; streamlining the
process will help break the
logjam and get event approvals
done more quickly.

 'HVLJQHUIXUQLWXUHKRPH
GHFRUDUWZRUNUXJVDQGOLJKWLQJ
 8SVFDOH&RQVLJQPHQW6HUYLFHV
 $FFHSWLQJTXDOLW\
FRQVLJQPHQWVGDLO\

(904) 733-2111
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legislation is the result of his consultations with stakeholders both inside
(such as the Office of Special
Events) and outside the City (such as
the Riverside Arts Market,
Downtown Vision, and JAX
Chamber).”

• Barriers removed •
The proposed legislation aims to
allow further discretion by the
Sheriff’s Office, Fire & Rescue and
Risk Management regarding public
safety and insurance requirements;
provide clearer qualifications for
special events; provide quicker conditional approvals for permits, and
allow payment for City personnel
costs closer to the event date.
In addition, proposed modifications for insurance requirements
includes the elimination of the waiver of subrogation requirement –
which was a major obstacle for event
organizers – and requiring automobile coverage only when use is more
than incidental to the event.
Risk Manager Twane Duckworth
provided the following statement
regarding the removal of one major
hurdle: The Waiver of Subrogation is
an explicit statement that bars insurance companies from seeking reimbursement for a claim the insurance
company has paid. Event organizers
are still required to list the city as an
additional insured party on their
policies for events, which the
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Risk Management Office says is
sufficient protection for the city. The
elimination of the waiver removes an
additional barrier for event
organizers.
Insurance requirements include, at
a minimum, commercial general liability (including
property damage,
products/completed
operations aggregate (the most that
will be paid for all
covered losses in
that policy period
arising from product liability or completed operations
liability claims),
premises, operations
and blanket contractual liability) for
$1,000,000 each
occurrence and
$2,000,000 general
aggregate and the
City of Jacksonville
must be named as
an additional
insured under this
coverage.
Many events
include the serving of alcoholic beverages, such as the fundraiser for
Memorial Park renovations sponsored by Intuition Aleworks early
last month. That type of event
requires additional liquor liability
insurance of $1,000,000 combined
single limit.
Daniel Miller, agent with
Brightway Insurance,

2104 Park Street, provided some
ballpark insurance costs for a single
event that a nonprofit would need to
purchase. Based on the minimum
commercial general liability plus a
liquor liability, for events which
attract 200 to 2000 people, the estimated cost is
around $400,
give or take a
few dollars.
Even if the
expected
attendance
were to jump
to 20,000, the
basic cost is
less than
$700, according to Miller.
However,
that estimate
would change
if other
requirements
were added,
such as motor
vehicles, aircraft, watercraft used for
any activity
associated
with the special event: if any services or activities of a professional
nature are provided or if child care
services are provided in connection
with the event.
The bill is currently scheduled to
be before Council committees during
the week of Nov. 18, according to
Hand.

Many events include the
serving of alcoholic
beverages, such as the
fundraiser for Memorial Park
renovations sponsored by
Intuition Aleworks early last
month. That type of event
requires additional liquor
liability insurance of
$1,000,000 combined
single limit.
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Balis Park draws crowds,
surely good for area business
A lovely day for a photo
op: District 5
Councilwoman Lori
Boyer, two-time past
SMPS president; Doug
Skiles, past SMPS
president; George
Foote, San Marco
Merchants Association
president, Mary Toomey,
SMPS treasurer and
Reese Riggle, current
SMPS president.

San Marco residents surely love a good party. Just a week after the well-attended Fletcher Park
fall concert, and two weeks after a nearly standing-room-only town hall meeting, local residents
came out in good numbers for the celebration of the “official” re-opening of Balis Park.
With drum roll, District 5 Councilwoman Lori Boyer officially opened the park and made opening
remarks about the year-long project that had merchants concerned for the 2012 holiday shopping
season.
“For a project that was both a city project and a public-private partnership, there’s one thing I
want to point out because you never hear it. The project came in almost $2 million under budget
and that’s something you don’t hear very often,” Boyer said to applause.
The savings were put to good use citywide. “The first million we used to pay back city debt,” she
said. “The second million was used this year because the capital improvements budget for sidewalks and bike lanes was zero.”
Boyer was enthusiastic about the results of the renovation, which surely have merchants smiling
this year. “Balis Park as expanded is a fabulous addition to San Marco Square. This is exactly what
we dreamed off, to have all of the people walking around,” she said. “I see a lot more people parking on one side of the street and walking to shops on the other. It was imposing to wind your way
through the lack of crosswalks. This is a huge improvement.”
Doug Skiles, resident, past San Marco Preservation Society president, and designer of the park
expansion, echoed Boyer’s sentiments about safety. “Really, the most important thing to me is one
that you don’t really notice, and that is that the traffic is calmer and it’s safer. You can cross the
street now; people use parking on both sides and I think it’s better utilized.”
Current SMPS president Reese Riggle noted that the park was originally built in 1926 after the
first bridge across the St Johns River was built and this area was starting to become populated.
The Square was modeled after the Piazza San Marco in Venice [Italy].
“Just over a year ago, we all had the vision of making this park contiguous, one full park. It
seems longer than that – and there’s a few people that put hundreds of hours into this – but it’s
amazing how short of a time it’s been going from concept to completion to get this park the way it
is now,” Riggle said. “In four months’ time, thanks to many of you, we were able to raise just about
$100,000 to put into this park.”
Riggle gave special thanks to Doug Skiles, Rob Smith and Councilwoman Lori Boyer for their
efforts in the renovation. “This park is where it is today due in large part to the private-public partnership between San Marco Preservation, its patrons, and of course, working with the public arm of
our City. She’s [Boyer] been instrumental in making sure that this park and the roadway improvements of San Marco Boulevard all came together at the same time.”
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Saved by the budget bell, Balis Center still under threat of closure
BY LARA PATANGAN
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
Potential uses and management of
the Balis Community Center are being
brainstormed by residents concerned
with the threat that if the Center continues to be underutilized, it will likely be
closed.
The future of Balis Community
Center was discussed at a town hall
meeting held in the Center and hosted
by District 5 Councilwoman Lori
Boyer last month. After providing a
brief history, Boyer cautioned that the
Center, which was spared from closing
as city council members grappled with
2014 budget deficits, still faces an
uncertain future.
“You are responsible for keeping it
open,” Boyer said bluntly. “If we have
fewer and fewer people come here, it’s

going to close. You advocated for it.
Use it.”
The Community Center was intended to have multi-faceted programming
simultaneously with as much adult programming as children’s programming.
Currently, the center, which is run by
the Parks Department, is only used for
after-school activities and summer
camp.
Listing ideas for use including chess
clubs, bridge clubs, yoga and art classes, Boyer said the building’s potential
has not been realized. “We had great
plans for what this facility could do to
serve the community.”
She said that over the years, individuals and groups trying to use the Center
encountered obstacles from the Parks
Department who is typically in charge
of children’s programs.
For instance, currently the Center

can be privately rented only on weekends and holidays. It can’t be used to
host any sort of fundraiser unless those
funds are raised for the Center. Also
included in the 12-page contract to rent
the facility is a requirement that monies
must be paid directly to the city and
then reimbursed to the contractor for
any classes held there.
Part of the meeting’s purpose was to
brainstorm ideas for ways to change
that.
Options suggested included having a
nonprofit organization enter into an
agreement to operate the Center during
non-program hours and handle organizing the rentals and agreements. Or individuals and groups could collectively
enter into contracts for specific programs.
According to Josue Cruz, Associate
Director for the Cathedral Arts Project,

his organization would be willing to
consider taking over art education for
children at the center so that city staff
could focus on adult programming.
Boyer said Balis Community Center,
which currently operates weekdays
from 2 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. to accommodate children from Julia Landon
Middle School, can work with the
Parks Department and the community
to develop a pilot program to maximize
its use.
She would like to have a proposal
for the Center’s use by January and
cautioned that the neighborhood could
lose it within the next two years if
something isn’t implemented.
“We just have to get word out and
come up with a system to mange it,”
Boyer said. “There is so much potential
there. It would be a waste to let it
close.”
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Councilman excited about potential to “get on the grid”
Jacksonville could be
first in country for
transportation idea
BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
Jacksonville needs a little ego
boost from time to time and community leaders are working hard to see
that it gets it.
District 14 Councilman Jim Love
is one such leader who recently
spent some time thinking outside the
box when it comes to local
transportation.
While taking part in the Sept. 14
Riverside/Avondale Trolley Night,
sponsored by Riverside/Avondale
Preservation and area merchants,
Love used his Smartphone to access
trolley.jaxmob.com, a website
designed by Avondale resident and
software designer Dylan Phillips.
Using GPS, the site displays in realtime the location of the trolleys on
their loops around neighborhood
streets.
“I bought cheap cell phones with
GPS and put them on the trolleys for
Trolley Night. Riders checked the
site to find the location of the trolley
at any given time,” said Phillips.
The self-proclaimed nerd had
been working on this technology for
four years since leaving Microsoft.
He demonstrated the technology to

Jacksonville Transportation
Authority several times in 20092010 with Councilman Love’s support, but JTA management did not
pursue it at that time. “Large corporations typically don’t have the ability to pivot quickly [and jump on an
idea] to provide services like that to
their customer,” Phillips stated. “The
good news is that we’re [RAP]
working with JTA now and [JTA
CEO Nathaniel] Ford has been
extremely responsiveness to running
the trolley to alleviate parking
problem.”
Phillips’ website for the Historic
District was the start of an idea that
Love has to put all Jacksonville
transportation services on a grid. The
councilman recently shared it with
Ford, who is giving it some
consideration.
Love envisions the JTA as the
central point for an intermodal transportation grid, for all types of service vehicles – including taxis, limos,
trolleys, buses and perhaps the water
taxi. Riders with Smartphones would
access the site to determine which
service best suits their needs at that
time.
“Color dots could determine the
type of transportation,” Love said.
“If the JTA took this on, Jacksonville
would be the first in the nation to
have an interactive transportation
website. If we do it, every other
major city in the country will

wonder why they didn’t think of it.”
The councilman also envisions
that a weekend evening shuttle
would do well on the other side of
the river. He was recently overheard
sharing the idea with residents of
San Marco Place, explaining that a
trolley could run from the Southbank
down San Marco Boulevard into the
Square and then back up Hendricks
Avenue, making a loop that would
provide patrons with dining options
in areas were parking is hard to
come by.
Love also met recently with Ford
and members of RAP, including
Phillips, who is on RAP’s transportation committee, Carmen
Godwin, Kay Ehas and Jonathan
Oliff, along with Allan DeVault,
president of 5 Points Merchants
Association, and JTA’s director of
strategic planning Brad Thoburn and
Alice Tolbert Cannon, vice president
of external affairs, to discuss continuing the weekend night trolley service tested last month.
Ford expressed interest in the trolley loop service, which the community group would like to run on
Friday and Saturday nights. If the
JTA Board of Directors passed it at
their Oct. 31 meeting, the service
could start up sometime this month
and initially it would operate once a
month to monitor ridership.

Transportation Update
The JTA Skyway monorail in Downtown
Jacksonville will remain free for another year.
The Jacksonville Transportation Authority
voted to extend the free service until Sept. 31,
2014. The Skyway connects Downtown’s
Northbank to the Southbank and the
Downtown full service hotels with the Prime
Osborn Convention Center.
While that’s good news for current riders,
the unfortunate news is that the JTA did not
get the Federal TIGER grant to fund the
Brooklyn Area Skyway extension for the 220
Riverside development. Although letters of
support were sent to the Department of
Transportation from U.S. Senator Bill Nelson,
U.S. Congressman Ander Crenshaw, and
Florida Congresswoman Corrine Brown, the
grant was not approved. According to Brad
Thoburn, director of strategic planning, the
JTA continues to explore ways to make the
Skyway work for Jacksonville.
Goods news continues for residents of the
Southbank who live in the luxury high-rise
condominiums along Riverplace Boulevard. As
reported earlier this year, the JTA was planning
to create a bus rapid transit lane along
Riverplace, as part of a requirement to obtain
federal funding to the tune of $18 million.
Thoburn revealed that the Federal
Transportation Authority granted approval to
remove Riverplace from the requirement that
at least 50 percent of the roadway improvements be dedicated peak-hour bus lanes. That
waiver opens the door to development of a
streetscape along Riverplace, as originally proposed by Chris Flagg, of Flagg Design Studio
back in 2009-2010 and reconsidered this year
by Doug Skiles, president of EnVision
Design+Engineering, along with District 4
Councilman Don Redman and Steve Lovett of
ELM Studio. Thoburn indicated that visioning
sessions will be taking place soon.
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BILLBOARD . . . . . . . . . . . . .FROM 1
Alicia Grant, an Avondale resident
who was one of the founding directors
of Scenic Advocates for Jacksonville,
said before the legislation was enacted
there was approximately 1,500 billboards, compared to less than 500
today. “The city was plastered with
billboards. We didn’t want the first
impression of the city to be billboardladen.” Voters agreed.
Billboard companies, unsatisfied
with the amendment, responded by
suing the City – all the way to the
Florida Supreme Court. Still, legislation was not overturned.
Meanwhile, the City entered into 12
separate settlement agreements with
the companies, each with different provisions. However, there is one critical
provision that is universal to each of
the settlement agreements. It states that
the billboard company “specifically
waives all rights to challenge the validity, constitutionality, or enforceability
of the 1987 Charter Amendments, the
other Charter Amendments, and the
City’s Sign Ordinances.”
According to the Office of the
General Counsel, of the 10 settlements
remaining (two of the companies are
no longer in business), the agreements
made with Clear Channel Outdoor and
CBS Outdoor pertain to 373 of the 451
billboards in existence.
As some of those settlement terms
favorable to the billboard companies
are set to expire, industry lobbyists
claim that the expiration of those terms
prompted them to initiate legislation in
order to clarify how the industry would
be regulated and help avoid future litigation with the City of Jacksonville.

1302 Lakewood Rd.
San Marco Lakefront
MLS#687087

$725,000

1505 Halliday Lane South
St Nicholas
MLS#680229

$300,000

5477 N. River Trail Road
Riverfront
MLS#686278

$795,000

Currently, Scenic Jacksonville has a
$32 million lawsuit against Clear
Channel Outdoor seeking remedies for
alleged breaches of settlement agreements and the charter amendment.
Fines from these alleged violations
accrue at a rate of $500 per day, per
sign. If the courts side with Scenic
Jacksonville, the City would be the
recipient of the proceeds from the
litigation.
District 5 Councilwoman Lori
Boyer, who chairs the Land Use
Zoning Committee, said it’s premature
to consider such
legislation with
Rendering of a proposed billboard on
lawsuits currently
Kings Avenue
pending.
“From my perspective, passing
the ordinance will
add to the confusion,” Boyer
explained. “When I
look at whether
there is a need for
the legislation,
whether there is a
serious gap when
one of these settlements
expire…hearing from the General
Counsel’s Office, that is not the case.
We have regulations in the charter that
are applicable. My take is the ordinance doesn’t solve anything.”
The proposed ordinance would
allow all new billboards to be digital,
making Jacksonville the first city in
Florida to do so.
According to Grant this translates
into more than 180,000 square feet of
electric advertising space on such

1840 River Road
San Marco Riverfront
MLS#660846

$2,790,000
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roadways as Hendricks Avenue in
Miramar Shopping Center, San Jose
Boulevard, Park Street, parts of
Riverside Avenue, and most of
Roosevelt Boulevard. She said these
digital messages could change every
eight seconds, 10,800 times a day and
can be put up within 200 feet of people’s homes.
“This ordinance would give billboard companies rights they don’t have
and take away citizens’ rights,” Grant
said.
Bill Brinton, an Avondale resident
and attorney who
worked on the original charter amendment almost 30
years ago and
helped draft the 12
settlement agreements on behalf of
Citizens Against the
Proliferation of
Signs, now known
as Scenic
Jacksonville, is currently representing
that organization in
the lawsuits over
enforcement of both
the settlement agreements and charter
amendment.
He said he has never seen “such
arrogance” by the billboard industry
that is trying to nullify the charter
amendment voted for by the people of
Jacksonville. “That agreement does not
expire,” Brinton explained. “There are
provisions that come to an end within
the agreement.”
The proposed ordinance also grants
billboard companies credits for taking
down existing billboards. They would
be allowed to use these credits to set up
new signs on roads that have always
been billboard-free, such as J. Turner
Butler Boulevard and Hart Expressway,
and bring back billboards in places
such as Hendricks Avenue and
Roosevelt Boulevard.
For instance, CBS had a static billboard that was removed on the north
side of I-95 as part of the Overland
Bridge Project. They applied to the
Downtown Development Review Board
to have a replacement billboard erected
– this one digital, on Kings Avenue in
San Marco. While it was denied, CBS
is appealing the outcome to the
Downtown Development Authority.
Brinton said the proposed two-sided
digital billboard, which shows an ad for
Subway in the CBS rendering, would
ruin the views of residents living in The

Strand, The Peninsula and the soon to
be developed East San Marco, as well
as drivers traveling on I-95.
“Driving on I-95 north there is a
beautiful view of downtown not marred
by billboards,” Brinton said. “They are
all gone. Now, CBS wants you to buy a
Subway sandwich every eight seconds.
That is not what Jacksonville wants.”
Roadways in neighborhoods including Murray Hill, St. Nicholas, San Jose
and Ortega can potentially see new
billboards if the legislation is approved.
Other neighborhoods such as
Riverside, Avondale and San Marco
would remain exempt from billboards
because of the existing historic zoning
overlays.
Grant is concerned about neighborhoods that would not be protected by
the historic zoning overlay. “This creates a system of haves and have nots,”
Grant explained. “Communities not
protected by historic overlay will have
blight.”
While the charter amendment cannot be changed, it can be nullified by
10 votes from City Council members.
At a workshop last month, all six citizens’ planning advisory councils told
City Council they were opposed to the
new signs. Other groups in opposition
include the Mayor’s Keep Jacksonville
Beautiful Commission, Late Bloomers
Garden Club, Mandarin Community
Club, Scenic Jacksonville and the
Sierra Club of Northeast Florida.
According to Grant, Riverside
Avondale Preservation Group sent out
a survey and found 100 percent of participants in opposition of the ordinance.
Currently, the Office of the General
Counsel thinks there is no necessity for
this legislation. At the October meeting
LUZ and Public Health and Safety,
agreed to delay action until at least
November so city lawyers can address
questions.
“We need more answers from the
General Counsel,” Boyer said. “No one
has presented a compelling enough
case to change what we have. Most
elected council members will give a lot
of credence to what the community
wanted.”
“Today we have roadways that are
becoming billboard free. It may take
100 years, but it can happen,” Brinton
said. “All the billboard industry needs
is 10 councilmembers to overturn the
amendment. It’s a good lesson in
democracy. This effort [by billboard
companies] could change the equation
without putting it on the ballot.”

5424 Stanford Road
San Jose Lakefront
MLS#683182

$240,000
We selected the works, arranged the
loans, wrote the catalog, dreamed up
fab programs, and curated the exhibition
to bring Jacksonville the ﬁrst
ever Michael Goldberg retrospective.
ALL WE NEED IS YOU.
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Michael Goldberg: Chic Web, 1979. Bronze powder and
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of Michael Goldberg. Photograph by Bill Orcu.
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Faure’s Requiem by the
Jacksonville University Orchestra
and Massed Choirs
Sunday, Nov. 3, 6 p.m.
All Saints Episcopal Church, 4171 Hendricks Avenue
Admission is free; call (904) 737-8488 for details.
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Thanksgiving Gratitude Service
Thursday, Nov. 21, 6 p.m.
Congregation Ahavath Chesed, the Temple, 8727
San Jose Blvd. The 2013 OneJax Interfaith service is
in its 95th year; canned food and dry goods will be
collected for Second Harvest Food Bank. Reception
follows after the service.

Town Hall with Ander Crenshaw
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
JAX Chamber, 3 Independent Drive
RSVP katie.santilli@jaxhealth.com; cost $10; refreshments served. Congressman Crenshaw to speak
about the federal budget deadlock, JaxPort deepening
and other local issues.

Colonial Dames of XVII Century,
Hannah Dustin Chapter Meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 11 a.m.
San Jose Country Club, 7529 San Jose Blvd.
Contact Pamela Oglesby at (904) 714-0501 for details.

1st Annual North Florida
Honeybee Festival
Sunday, Nov. 10, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The Garden Club of Jacksonville, 1005 Riverside
Avenue. Seminars, children’s activities, vendors and
more www.beefriendsfarm.com.

8th Interfaith Forum:
Theology.Net: An Interfaith Chat
#GodTechnologyReligion
Thursday, Nov. 14, 6:30 p.m.,
reception follows. All Saints Episcopal Church, 4171
Hendricks Avenue. Panelists may address whether
technology isolates older members of faith communities, how technology affects the way people
hear holy texts, whether technology is a must
for progress and growth, and what some of
the dangers of technology and faith
are for worship leaders.

Hubbard House
Holiday Tea
Saturday, Nov. 16, 3-5 p.m.
Premier Jewelry tea party supports Hubbard
House Dress for Success program. Contact
Elizabeth Towers for details at (904) 705-5608 or
email etowers@att.net.

2nd Annual San Marco Art Festival
Saturday & Sunday, Nov. 16-17, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Square of San Marco, 1971 San Marco Boulevard
– www.artfestival.com.

MOSH After Dark: The Buzz
About Bees
Thursday, Nov. 21, 6 p.m. – What would happen if
bees became extinct? Admission is $5 for the general
public; register online at www.themosh.org.

Christmas Craft Market
Saturday, Nov. 30, Noon to 4 p.m.
Southside United Methodist Family Life Center,
3120 Hendricks Avenue.

2013 Jacksonville Light Parade
Saturday, Nov. 30, 7 p.m.
Jacksonville Landing and the Downtown Riverfront

37th Annual Art & Antiques Show
presented by the Women’s Board
of Wolfson Children’s Hospital
Friday-Sunday, Dec. 6-8, opens 11 a.m.
Prime Osborne Convention Center
Event features antiques, art objects,
furniture, jewelry, glassware and
textiles sold by notable dealers
representing various regions of the
United States

San Marco
Square Holiday
Friday, Dec. 6 Christmas
Tree Lighting, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 7 Holiday Magic, 5-9 p.m., Jingle Bell
Run, 6 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 14 Live Nativity
& Luminaria, 6-9 p.m., Arbor and Laurel
Streets

Gingerbread
Extravaganza
Opens Wednesday, Dec. 4,
Monday to Friday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Old St. Andrews Church, 317 A. Philip
Randolph Boulevard next to the Jacksonville
Baseball Grounds
Sponsored by the Jacksonville Historical
Society and is open to the public. Suggested
donation of $5 for adults and $3 for children 3
and up. For more information call (904) 6650064 or email info@jaxhistory.com.

Gingerbread House Workshop
Saturday, Dec. 7, 9:30 a.m.
Lakewood Presbyterian Church, 2001 University
Blvd. W – Email info@LPCjax.com for reservations;
limited to 25.

Women’s Christmas Brunch
Monday, Dec. 9, 9:30 a.m.
Southside United Methodist Family Life Center, 3120
Hendricks Avenue . Speaker: Annie Pajcic, founder of
ThouArtExhalted: Creating Art through God’s Word.
Contact j.yates@southsidemethodist.org or
(904) 396-2676 to pre-register

Christmas Oratorio
Sunday, Dec. 15, 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Lakewood Presbyterian Church, 2001 University
Blvd. W – Email info@LPCjax.com for information.
Christmas Oratorio by Camile Saint-Sanes
presented by LPC Chancel Choir, guest
instrumentalists and vocalists.

Ken Medema
in Concert
Sunday-Monday, Dec. 15-16, 7 p.m.
Hendricks Avenue Baptist Church,
4001 Hendricks Avenue. For four
decades, Ken Medema has inspired
people through storytelling and music.
Though blind from birth, Ken sees and hears with
heart and mind, custom designing every musical
moment of his performance with brilliant improvisation that defies description. Call (904) 396-7745 for
tickets and information.

Blue Christmas
Thursday, Dec. 19, 7 p.m.
Avondale United Methodist Church, 1651 Talbot
Avenue. The Blue Christmas Service is a special
quiet time to share the hope of Christmas, even
when you may feel sad or exhausted!

Christmas Cantata
Sunday, Dec. 22, 11 a.m. at
Ortega Methodist Church, 4807 Roosevelt Blvd.
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Local hunter shares what the tradition means to him
The Resident reached out to Granada resident and long-time hunter
David Barton for some insights about the family tradition.

Q: Have you ever been responsible

has also been hunting with us since he
was 5. My daughter Marley, 12, is
for putting Thanksgiving dinner on the
more of a camper, but she’s recently
table?
feigned an interest in hunting this
A: Yes, we’ve enjoyed wild turkey
season.
and venison loin on occasion. The wild
Hunting like many other activities is
turkey tends to dry out more easily so
primarily a hobby. Some people like
you have to be careful how you cook it.
to play golf, grow a garden or do
Q: How long has hunting been a
woodworking...we just like to
tradition in your family? What does it
hunt. There are three features
mean to you?
which intrigue me the most.
A: I’ve recently learned that our
First, fellowship. I’ve met some
great people while hunting, and
ancestors on my mother’s side were
avid hunters in Nassau County a centu- since most of my friends hunt,
it’s a great time for us to catch
ry ago (one of several Davis families),
up.
but my brother Ellis and I have really
Next, spending time in
been carrying the torch for our family
nature.: Watching the
woods come alive at
dawn while deer hunting, seeing that first flight of
wood ducks buzz overhead, or
hearing the symphony of birds
gobbling at sunrise while
spring turkey hunting – all
within 30 minutes of home –
makes me appreciate our natural resources.
Finally, the thrill of the hunt.
Scouting an area, making an
David Barton and his children Marley and Ben with their pointer
educated guess what might
Dot and Springer spaniel Bud at SSJ Farm after a quail hunt
happen, measuring all the variables and then executing your
with the occasional cameo from our
plan can be very rewarding, especially
brother Quinn and my wife Susanna’s
when it’s successful.
brother Clay. My 14-year-old son Ben

Ben, David and
Ellis Barton after
a wood duck
hunt on the
Northside

Q: What’s the best/worst/
funniest personal hunting story
you could share?
A: We’ve dubbed our little hunting
operation the Rock ‘Em Sock ‘Em
Hunt Club, because inevitably something ridiculous happens when we hit
the woods. The most comedy typically
occurs in the quail field, like the time
Ellis’ beloved lab Chester didn’t appreciate being left in the truck, so he ate
the seat down to the frame...no
joke...and was then verbally abused
with a string of expletives and ranting
that would make a sailor blush.

One time I shot a buck, then lowered
my gun down on a rope and started to
climb down. Just then I heard the deer
getting up to run away so I went to pull
my rifle back up...only it was hung on a
vine...after a few agonizing moments I
was finally able to retrieve the gun and
take another shot.
Lastly, Ben and I have no plans to
forgive my friend Ryan Davis for inviting us to paddle out into the middle of
a pond for a duck hunt, during which
the pond was drained, leaving us to
slug through this quicksand like mud
for hours before finally getting back to
dry land. Rock ‘em sock ‘em!
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The Temple welcomes new life
Rabbi Lief, Senior Rabbi at Congregation
Ahavath Chesed, Jacksonville’s oldest and
largest Jewish congregation, recently welcomed another new member to the fold.
Lief and his wife Becca welcomed a new
daughter into the family just two days before
his installation as Board Chair at JCCI. Ellie
Rosalyn, born Oct. 8, joins big sister Leah in
the Lief family.

New GM for Epping Forest
Yacht Club
The GATE Hospitality Group
(GHG) recently appointed Dan Cook
as general manager of Epping
Forest Yacht Club.
Cook will oversee the day-today operations of the private membership club. He served as assistant
general manager and director of
catering at the club from 1996 to
2009. Cook’s hospitality and club
career spans nearly three decades,
including management positions with The
Lodge & Club and Marriott Sawgrass Resort,
both in Ponte Vedra Beach, and the Legend

Oaks Golf and Tennis Club and
the Orangeburg Country Club,
both in South Carolina.
“Dan brings an immense
wealth of knowledge in club
operations and management.
Our search for a general manager could not have yielded a
more qualified candidate,” said
Dale Haney, president of the
GHG.
In 1984, GATE Petroleum
Company purchased the riverfront mansion that was home to industrialist
Alfred I. duPont and his wife Jessie Ball
duPont, restoring it to its original splendor.

New scholarship endowment
honors Louise Gidden Jones
Jack Jones,
who served on the
St. Vincent’s
HealthCare
Foundation Board
of Directors, created a scholarship
endowment
through the
Foundation in
memory of his late
wife Louise, a longtime member and past president of the St. Vincent’s Auxiliary, and longtime
member of the Community Board and Advisory
Board.
Bridarra Lovett, First Coast High School,
and Alexis Patterson, Paxon School for
Advanced Studies, are both receiving $1,000
scholarships for their commitment to community service and academics. These high school

seniors are the first winners of the Louise
Gidden Jones Memorial Scholarship
Endowment.
“Louise and Jack followed in the footsteps
of the Daughters of Charity, serving their community and giving back to those in need,” said
Jane R. Lanier, CFRE, President & Chief
Development Officer of the St. Vincent’s
HealthCare Foundation. “Through this endowment, their spirit of volunteerism and generosity
will live on for generations, helping our
youngest volunteers achieve their academic
and community service goals and ambitions.”
The Louise Gidden Jones Memorial
Scholarship will be given annually to two exemplary teenage volunteers with the St. Vincent’s
Auxiliary Teenager Volunteer Program. Both
Jack and Louise dedicated their lives to volunteering and improving the lives of people in our
community.

Chad Hunt takes over local Edward
Jones branch office
Edward Jones financial advisor Chad Hunt
has been named to take over the local Edward
Jones office located at 4466 Hendricks Avenue,
as of October 17. In his new role, Chad will
take care of the clientele from his Miramar
Plaza office space. "We are excited to have
someone with Hunt's experience taking over
our San Marco/San Jose office," said Edward
Jones Managing Partner Jim Weddle. "We've
been serving the investment needs of people in
the area for the past 10 years, and we believe
that Chad will excel at continuing that
tradition."

Hunt said he is enthusiastic about taking
over the branch office. "I joined this firm
because I was impressed with its commitment
to individual investors," he said. "Now I'm looking forward to meeting with the individuals here
to help them meet their financial goals."

JCCI installs Rabbi Joshua Lief as
Board Chair
Jacksonville
Community Council
Inc. (JCCI) installed
Chair-Elect Rabbi
Joshua Lief as new
Board Chair last
month at its 39th
annual meeting. Lief,
of San Jose,
replaces outgoing
Chair J.F. Bryan IV. He assumes the position
along with new Chair-Elect Jim Stevenson and
new Secretary Treasurer Peter O’Brien.

Lief has been involved with JCCI since his
move to Jacksonville from Chattanooga, beginning with the Quality of Life Progress Report
review committee in 2008. “I believe that
becoming the city we’d like to be requires the
participation of all of our citizens,” said Lief,
“and that is why JCCI is important to our community. As a convener, we play an essential role
in ensuring progress and success for the people of Jacksonville.”
Lief serves on the boards of ONEJAX and
Community Hospice, is a Rotary Paul Harris
Fellow, a member of the Downtown Rotary
Club, and a graduate of the Leadership
Jacksonville New Leadership Summit.

Changing the future of back pain.
Today.
Introducing robot-assisted spine surgery — a first for North Florida.
If you suffer from debilitating back pain, you may be a candidate for
minimally invasive spine surgery using advanced robotic technology
called Renaissance — available in our region only at Baptist Health.
This proven technology improves precision and safety for a wide variety
of spinal procedures, offering consistent results and optimal outcomes —
and with less pain, fewer scars and a faster recovery.
Getting you back to what you love, faster — that’s changing health
care for good.

904.202.CARE
baptistjax.com/back-pain
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WOLFSON CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL IN THE NEWS

New charitable partnership
The Gator Bowl announced a new charitable partnership with Wolfson Children’s
Hospital that included a pledge of $50,000 to
the hospital’s GetWellNetwork, an interactive,
in-room “edutainment” system that uses the
bedside television to provide education, information and entertainment to patients and their
families during their stay.
Additional highlights of the Gator
Bowl/Wolfson Children’s Hospital partnership
are: integrating the Wolfson Children’s “Red
Wagon Parade” into the annual Gator Bowl
Parade; naming Wolfson Children’s Hospital as
the beneficiary of the Gator Bowl VyStar 5K
Run; and scheduling a special visit by Gator
Bowl players and cheerleaders during the
week of the game.

Mike Maguire, Gator Bowl Community Relations Committee
chair, and Andy Pradella, 2013 Gator Bowl chairman, present
a check for $50,000 to Wolfson Children’s Hospital President
Michael D. Aubin for the GetWellNetwork.

Volleyball team brings gifts
Wolfson Children’s Hospital and Wolfson
High School have a very important connection.
Wolfson Children’s Hospital was founded in
1955 with financial support from the sons of
Lithuanian immigrant Morris David Wolfson,
who asked them in a 1946 letter to build a children’s hospital that cared for children regardless of their race, creed or color.
Wolfson High School was named after one
of Morris David Wolfson’s sons, Samuel W.
Wolfson, a prominent Jacksonville businessman
who, like his father and brothers, was a generous philanthropist.
Because of the shared history of the hospital and the high school, Wolfson High School
girls varsity volleyball coach Joel Chaitovicz
thought it would be a great community project
for the school faculty and the volleyball team to
join together to hold a toy drive for Wolfson
Children’s Hospital. The girls’ volleyball team
distributed the toys, along with Wolfpack
bracelets, to Wolfson Children’s Hospital
patients on Oct. 9.

Charlotte with members of the Wolfson High School girls’
volleyball team

Buying or Selling Your Home Can Bee Exciting
Laura Wesson

Your Local
Realtor

305-331-6518
3627 St. Johns Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32205
laura.wesson@prunet.com

Create your families next life chapter in this lovely First Coast/
East Arlington two story, four bedroom home. Minutes to
Jacksonville area Airports, Beaches, & The Town Center. $180,000.
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The finest in timepieces can be
found at Crown
Alessandro T. Jimenez of
Crown Jewelers, a collector
and enthusiast of fine jewelry
and exquisite collectible timepieces, now has an office
space in the heart of San
Marco Square. A local
Jacksonville native, Jimenez
has a global network of buyers and agents who know
that some sales require connections in markets that are
able to support the high end
brands that come through his door.
As a young man, Jimenez was introduced at
age nine by his father to his first timepiece, a
gold filled Elgin pocket watch. It was this experience that led him to search near and far for

elegant watches that eventually launched his
business, leading him to become a dealer in
luxury timepieces. He now
inspires others to develop an
appreciation for the craftsmanship and care that goes
into manufacturing quality
pieces. If you are an enthusiast or wish to have a discreet, boutique experience,
Jimenez would like to learn
more about how he can help
you with your collection.
“The pursuit and acquisition
of timepieces is not only my
great passion but my life’s
work,” said Jimenez. Crown Jewelers buys,
trades, sells and services watches of the finest
caliber. To learn more visit www.concours
watches.com or call 904.683.3875, located at
2002 San Marco Blvd, Suite 204.

New owner at San Jose Consignment Shop
When Jacksonville newcomer and
Samantha Wallet went looking for her next
business venture, she browsed the aisles at
Echo Repeat Fashions to see firsthand if it was
her cup of tea.
After listening to interaction between longtime staffer Kate and many satisfied customers,
she was sold. “I listened to her talk to one
shopper after another, it was obvious that she
built relationships with the customers,” said
Wallet.
In addition to the bonus of hiring an experienced, well-known employee, Samantha also
feels that being an avid recycling guru is another fateful reason for her turn at ownership. As a
fan of giving items a second chance in life,
she’s become a big believer in her destiny. “We
serve a purpose here versus an ordinary store
that just sells things, we’re not your ordinary
retail experience,” said Samantha. Her granddaughter, also named Echo, keeps a watchful
eye over operations as her photo is hung high
and proud in the establishment.
Echo Repeat Fashions specializes in cloth-

Owner Samantha Wallet with star employee Kate

ing, furniture and many other great gift ideas for
shoppers. The store offers a broad range of
clothing from a size zero to a 3x, believing that
no woman should be turned away for her size.
If there is something you must have, get in
today to be placed on the ‘wish list’. Echo
Repeat Fashions is located at 5137 San Jose
Blvd. adjacent to the Antique Market of San
Jose.

GEAR UP
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS
AND
SPECIAL
EVENTS!

© 2013 BRER Affiliates Inc.An independently owned and operated broker member of BRER Affiliates Inc. Prudential, the Prudential logo and the Rock symbol are registered service marks
of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Used under license with no other afﬁliation with Prudential. Equal Housing Opportunity.

1049 Kings Avenue, 32207 399-4864
M-F 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
www.lindacunningham.com

Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m

One Block East of Hendricks Avenue At Prudential Drive
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PATRONS GO COUNTRY FOR
LITTLE HEARTS

Art, music, food and fun and dancing
were in line with the goal and mission to
reach children around the globe who suffer
from complex congenital heart conditions. The event sponsors understand the heft of their donations and
efforts to support the University of Florida Pediatric Cardiovascular Center and Wolfson Children’s
Hospital. Artscapade is the organization’s major fundraiser for Patrons of the HeART, it was held Oct. 18
at The Museum in St. Nicholas’ Midtown Centre.
Dr. Eric and Susan Ceithaml

Hugh and Susan
Greene with Kerrie
Slattery and Paul
Lambert

Cindy and Michael
Shillingford with
Chuck Jerabek
Ellen Cotrill and Nancy Solano

THE ART OF TREES DEBUTS
AT LOCAL GALLERY
The gallery space of the Framing Establishment-Fairfax Gallery on
Herschel Street played host to a nonprofit fundraiser for local San Marco
based Greenscape Oct. 24. Famed local artists and school children helped
deck the walls with pieces of artwork that exhibited a love and fondness
for trees and the outdoors. Greenscape helps to enriching our community
through the planting, protection and promotion of trees. The project was
underwritten by local Ortega philanthropist, Helen Lane, who wished to
incorporate the art talent from elementary schools West Riverside,
Fishweir Elementary, Ortega Elementary, Bolles, San Jose Episcopal Day
School and many more.

Patricia Bent with Tricia MacRae
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THE MOSH TRUSTEES
GATHER FOR REUNION

CREWS SET SAIL AT
MIRACLES GALA

Above: Dr. Harry Lee with Linda Alexander
Below: Karla Newton and Margaret Foerster
Kim and Jeff Bender, Nancy and Steve Toman, Anita and Charlie Tomm, Cherie and Frank Cuteri
with Gena and Ron Jankowski
Leonard Pavelka, Will Newton Jr., Incoming Board Chair Jim Stepnoski and Immediate Past
Chair John Surface

One of the Southbank’s greatest assets was showcased on Oct. 17, as
The MOSH held a trustee reunion. The evening was sponsored by The
Brumos Companies and wouldn’t have been complete without Biscotti’s
catering and liquid nitrogen ice cream. The celebratory function made its
way to the planetarium for a short presentation by Planetarium Director
Thomas R. Webber, who showed off the capabilities of the BryanGooding projector donation, the latest in cutting-edge equipment with
real-time capabilities. Incoming Board Chair, Jim Stepnoski, thanked
Immediate Past Chair, John Surface and revealed a plan for the future
growth of the museum.

Steve Wallace, Wally and Alyson Lee, Michael Biagini and Lathun Brigman

Helen Lane and Barbara Ketchum

Judy Bryan, John Moscarillo and Greenscape Executive Director Anna Dooley

Libby Kelly, Co-Chair Jennifer Trednick and
Dana Baldwin

It was a great night to fight for
Type 1 Diabetes as patrons, special
guests and volunteers arrived at the
Sawgrass Marriott to mount their
offensive. Decked out and on deck,
the seaworthy crowd readied to
raise funds for the Northeast
Florida Chapter of the Diabetes
Foundation. The Brumos
Companies were onboard and
hailed for their support for JDRF
over the years. Their continued
support and funding have assisted
with invaluable research toward a
cure for type1 diabetes and its
complications. The overall goal is
to put the JDRF organization out of
business – by discovering the cure!

Levy Jewelers at the St. Johns Town Center is a
fourth-generation,

family-owned

jewelry

business.

They are proud to carry many luxury brands including:
Breitling, David Yurman, Mikimoto, Henri Daussi, Marco
Bicego, Ball Watch, William Henry Studio, and Michael
Kors. If you like unique and one-of-a-kind pieces, Levy
Jewelers also has Jacksonville’s best collection of estate
and antique jewelry.

Their staff includes graduate

gemologists, expert watchmakers, master jewelers,
bridal and gift consultants, and diamond specialists. As
a member of the American Gem Society, Levy Jewelers
personally selects every diamond and ensures that it
meets the highest possible standards.
Levy Jewelers is currently celebrating their 113th year
of continuous operation. Based in Savannah, Georgia,
they carry on Levy’s family tradition of building lasting
relationships with their clients.

Stop in and see why

they are Jacksonville’s premier jeweler.

You can be

conﬁdent that you will receive personal and professional
service from any of their well-trained associates. They
are fortunate to have been included in so many of their
customers’ important family events and occasions. For
this they are truly grateful!

St. Johns Town Center
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king.” Morgan has professional aspirations and longs to be the Sugar
Plum Fairy.
Rankin, choreographer for Party
scene, said she was shocked when her
son William Peters auditioned for Nutcracker
Community Nutcracker
after several years of not
dancing. “I’m so proud
Ballet School Performances
of him and so happy that
Thursday, December 12 and Friday, December 13
he is keeping up our
family’s dance tradition.
Community Service Night
It’s just in his genes.”
Thursday, December 12
Landing the coveted
roles of Arabian and Rat
Public Performances
Friday, December 13 and Saturday, December 14
King, Peters will partner
Erin Pitts, herself from a
Disney World, Disney cruises, shop- dance family which includes parents
Becki and Eddie Pitts and brother
ping expeditions and even baseball
games have been granted by support Evan.
This legacy of dance is evident
from the ballet. Emma Armstrong of
throughout the ballet. Winnie Pajcic
Village Dance in Ortega also in her
of Ortega is following in her mother
fifth year of being part of the producAnnie’s footsteps; a bonbon this year,
tion says, “It makes me feel like I’m
doing good for someone else while I’m she aspires to be Clara or the Dew
Drop Fairy like her mother was.
doing something that I love.” Her
Insightful young Pajcic said that
dream role? Merliton or snowflake.
being in Community Nutcracker is
Young Chelsea Virta-Steel of
Avondale explains that she has dreamed very special for her since donations
help her friend who attends the
of being in the Nutcracker since she
Sanctuary on 8th Street. “It is amazfirst saw it around age four. Now nine
ing to be part of something that is not
and in her first production, she likes
just entertainment but that helps peobeing a mouse and “getting to act out
ple – the dancers, the people who
and throw cheese at the soldiers.”
Brother Chase, a Party boy for the third donate money and the audience all
help.”
year, dreams of being Soldier Doll but
Slipping on her ballet slippers at
is having fun sharing the stage with his
dad Casey Steel, an attorney with Boyd age four, Beth Marks of Ballet Arts
Centre in St. Nicholas and choreograand Jenerette.
Steel says his law partners, although pher of Battle Scene and Arabian has
a rich dance legacy. Her mother Betty
supportive, find his love of the
Balfour Marks, along with Thelma
Nutcracker “pretty interesting.” He
Johnston Baggs, Mervyn Rikard and
started his dancing “career” as a pirate
Marta Jackson, started the first proin a “calling-all-dads-we-need-pirates”
duction of The Nutcracker Ballet in
plea in Karen van Landingham’s
Jacksonville.
(Village Dance) and Debra Rankin’s
Marks’ dream role? “Well, it would
(Baggs Studio of Ballet) productions of
have to be Arabian. I’ve danced it so
Peter Pan.
many times – now I enjoy choreoHe relates that Rankin later handed
graphing it.”
him the audition schedule for
Spivak said his dreams have gone
Nutcracker and said, “I expect you to
beyond all expectations. “Becoming a
be there.” Who can argue with their
citizen 33 years ago, being part of the
children’s ballet teacher?
community, participating at such a
“I love being on the stage and The
Nutcracker Party scene is so much fun. level, and that so many people benefit
from our production – it is all way
Giving back to the community is a big
beyond what I thought I could
thing in our house,” said Steel. Wife
achieve.”
Cheryl Virta is active in the nonprofit
Like Spivak, Anaya danced her
Feathers of the Heart. Steel’s dream
way around the world to realize her
role? “Maybe Rat King or
dreams in Jacksonville. For dancers,
Drosselmeyer,” he said.
dreamers, choreographers and coerced
Brother and sister Morgan and
dads – wishes really do come true – it
Roland Murwin of Murray Hill have
dream roles as well – Roland wants to is the heart of Jacksonville
Community Nutcracker Ballet.
be the prince and “battle the big rat
Rica. Alt says it is a “win-win situation” – dancers’ dreams come true
and a Dreams Come True child’s
wish is granted.
Dreamers’ wishes for trips to

BY PEGGY HARRELL JENNINGS
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
The opening line in Disney’s song,
“A dream is a wish your heart makes”
reflects the spirit of Jacksonville’s
Community Nutcracker Ballet.
Artistic Directors Dulce Anaya, Beth
Marks, Debra Peters Rankin and Mark
Spivak‘s dream – a production which
would give back to the community and
give more dancers performance opportunities – is a reality.
As waltzing flowers break in pointe
shoes, muscular young men flex their
muscles to partner ballerinas, and little
mice scurry after the Rat King and
Queen to battle the soldiers, dancers
prepare to grand jete onto the stage of
the Florida Theatre on Dec. 13-14 for
the 22nd production of Community
Nutcracker.

Marks said, “The longevity of the
production is so gratifying. I don’t
think any of us knew we’d last as long
or be as well received as we have
been.”
The ballet has over 200 dancers
from 35 studios, hundreds of volunteers
who help with the production, and last
year alone donated $40,000 to local
charities. The principal recipient was
Dreams Come True, a non-profit organization dedicated to fulfilling the
dreams of children with life-threatening
illnesses.
After five years of performing in
Community Nutcracker, a very happy
Randi Alt landed the role of Clara and
will pirouette through the Land of
Sweets led by this year’s guest artists
Laura Valentin as the Sugar Plum Fairy
and Jose Rodriguez as her Cavalier
from Balleteatro Nacional de Puerto
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Jacksonville: Known as a city of givers
Philanthropy alive and well
on First Coast
BY NANCY LEE BETHEA
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
In the New Testament, the Apostle
Paul reminds his readers Jesus said it is
more blessed to give than to receive. The
phrase is often repeated during the holidays as parents try to restrain toy-consumed kids, and pastors, priests and rabbis warn their congregations against
materialism. In Jacksonville, people live
it by practicing philanthropy.
Derived from the Greek, philanthropia, today’s word, philanthropy,
means love for mankind. Jacksonville is
chock full of people who love others
through gifts of money, property, time
and ideas.
Whether they volunteer to help battered women and runaways or collect
fresh fruit for the homeless, the
Jacksonville community is enriched
because of philanthropic contributions.
• Generosity will come back •
“There’s a transformation that happens with philanthropy,” Jane Lanier,
President & System Chief Development
Officer, St. Vincent’s Foundation, said.
“Giving transforms the receivers and the
community, but also the giver.”
Lanier shares what she’s learned
about philanthropy as she travels across
the country. “Philanthropy is alive and
well in Jacksonville, Florida,” Lanier
said. “The people here are very giving.”
Foundation donors come from
diverse religious backgrounds, according
to Lanier, but they all believe giving
back should be part of life. “It’s an
absolute truth God will not be outdone!”
Lanier said. “Generosity will come
back.”
• Giving from the heart •
Carol Pitman, and her husband, Don,
have lived in Empire Point just east of
San Marco for 46 years. “I love living in
Empire Point,” Pitman said. “We raised
our children here, our closest friends live
here.”

Currently, Baptist Foundation is supLike Lanier, Pitman sees Jacksonville
porting the Agewell Institute at Baptist
as a generous place. “It’s a wonderful
Medical Center, expanding emergency
city because we have a very high, high
care at Baptist Beaches, and promoting
percentage of giving to non-profits,”
wellness in families lacking access to
Pitman said. “It’s philanthropy, volunteering and the generosity of people that adequate health care, according to the
make any city great,” she added. “People Baptist Health web site.
Local philanthropists Wayne and
give from their heart because it’s the
Delores Barr Weaver last year made a
right thing to do.”
$10 million endowment gift to Baptist
As philanthropists themselves, the
Health to fund behavioral health proPitmans have modeled giving back to
grams for children
their community for
and young adults.
their family. Gifting
In addition, the new
St. Vincent’s with
patient care tower
an endowed fund to
at Baptist Medical
award cash to three
Center Jacksonville
nurses annually who
and Wolfson
exemplify compasChildren’s Hospital
sion at the bedside
was named in
is one example.
,
honor of the
“Nursing is a
President & System Chief Development Officer,
Weavers.
measure of the
St. Vincent’s Foundation
• Cathedral Arts
heart,” Pitman said,
Project •
“and they never get
Philanthropic
bonuses. We wanted
giving benefits chilto recognize nurses
dren creatively, too.
and help them with
The Cathedral Arts
education.”
Project (CAP) is a
A nurse herself,
non-profit organization exposing kids
Pitman invests in people. “My husband
and I have a mission to help people help across the First Coast to instruction in
the visual and performing arts. Founded
themselves. He did it in his business,
in 1993 and incorporated as a non-profit
and it’s what we believe,” she said.
in 2000, CAP’s mission is to improve
With 15 grandchildren, the Pitmans
life in the community by encouraging
have created a legacy of giving in their
family. “It makes me feel so good to see creativity in kids.
“I support the Cathedral Arts Project
our children and grandchildren take
strong roles in their churches and differ- because I have seen firsthand the impact
of an education that utilizes imagination
ent organizations to help others,” she
and self-confidence and the success that
said.
follows,” San Marco resident Steve
• Promoting wellness •
Williams said.
Helping others feel better is someIn addition to earning better grades in
thing health care workers strive to
reading and math, students involved in
accomplish every shift they work. The
CAP’s after school curricula also
Baptist Health Foundation, part of
improved their behavior and scored
Northeast Florida’s largest nonprofit
higher on standardized tests, according
healthcare provider, uses philanthropic
to the organization’s website.
gifts to provide scholarships for nurses,
Several kids have used their exposure
therapists and others to continue their
to the arts to become more disciplined
education and move forward in their
students or find their life’s calling. With
careers.
many CAP participants living close to

“Philanthropy is
alive and well in
Jacksonville,
Florida.”
Jane Lanier
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the poverty line, their exposure to
dance, music and art changes their lives.
“Not everyone will grow up to be a professional artist,” Williams said, “but
everyone can learn the creativity and
problem solving skills through art that
will make them incredibly successful in
any path they pursue.
“The arts are important for each of
us to fully engage and thrive in our
lives. Everyone, regardless of circumstances, deserves that opportunity,” he
added.
• Sports philanthropy •
Philanthropy is thriving in other
fields, too. Thanks to owner Shad Khan,
the Jaguars Foundation has provided
more than $1 million in grants this year.
The Foundation also supports the military and veterans, college scholarships
and numerous youth programs.
Play 60, an anti-obesity program,
awards grants to non-profit organizations serving economically and socially
disadvantaged youth. Funded by the
Jaguars Foundation and Wolfson
Children’s Hospital, grants are either
school-based or community-based. The
goals of the initiative are to increase
kids’ physical activity and teach them
better nutrition. Grant monies are used
to purchase pedometers, heart rate monitors and equipment, among other
things.
Honor Rows, an incentive program
for youth, is another philanthropic outreach of the Jaguars Foundation. The
nationally recognized program offers
home-game Jaguars seats to kids
between the ages of 9 and 17 who set
and attain academic, behavioral and
public service goals. Nonprofit organizations across the First Coast can apply
to take part in the Honor Rows
program.
• Season of giving •
It’s the season of giving thanks, and
many Jacksonville residents find joy in
giving through philanthropy. By sharing
their wealth, they improve many aspects
of the community, including health care,
the arts and sports.
“It doesn’t take an awful lot to help
people help themselves,” Pitman said.
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First Coast philanthropy,
volunteerism by the numbers
While philanthropy can happen on
a large or small scale, much of it
takes place through donations to nonprofit corporations. According to the
2012 “State of the Sector Report”
published by the Jessie Ball duPont
Fund, a non-profit organization “is
one that is formed for the purpose of
benefitting society rather than for
making and distributing profits.” The
organizations can make a profit, but
they do not distribute it to any individuals because there are no shareholders or owners. The organizations
are given a 501(c)(3) classification by
the Internal Revenue Service, which
means contributions are tax
deductible.
In the five-county Northeast
Florida region (Baker, Clay, Duval,
Nassau and St. Johns counties), there
are 1,081 non-profits. Twenty-four
percent of them provide basic human
services for children, adults and seniors. Twelve percent are comprised of
associations, such as PTAs, sports and
recreation leagues and booster clubs.
The remaining ten percent operate in
the fields of arts and culture, general
education and religion, according to
the report.
Based on 2010 data, area nonprofits generate $5.8 billion in revenues

and expend $5.5 billion, or about
$4,083 per capita. “In 2010, Northeast
Florida’s nonprofits employed more
than 56,000 individuals – equivalent
to 9% of all civilian employees in the
five-county region. Nonprofit payrolls
totaled more than $2.3 billion. And
nonprofits also provided constructive
activities for more than 114,000 volunteers,” the report said.
Statewide, an hour of volunteer
time is valued at $18.66, and the average Florida volunteer contributes 31.5
hours per year. The value of nonprofit
volunteer labor in Northeast Florida is
estimated at $43.66 million.
Of the 1,081 area nonprofits, 70
percent are located in Duval County.
Most have less than $500,000 in
annual revenue, while 235 nonprofits
have annual revenues of $1 million or
more, according to the report.
Nonprofits provide most of the
health care in the area, the report said,
through hospitals, free clinics, nursing
homes or hospice, and more than one
out of 10 area nonprofits is religionfocused, such as Catholic Charities.
In addition to health care, area
nonprofits contribute to arts and culture, education, human services and
environmental and animal protection,
among other things.

10 LARGEST
NONPROFITS
RANKED BY REVENUES
(2010)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Southern Baptist Hospital of Florida
(Baptist Health)
Nemours Foundation
Mayo Clinic Jacksonville
St. Vincent’s Medical Center Inc.
Mayo Clinic Florida
University of Florida Jacksonville
Physicians
Baptist Medical Center Beaches
St. Luke’s – St. Vincent’s Healthcare Inc.
Jacksonville University
Community Hospice
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GO
GIVER
BY JULIE KERNS GARMENDIA
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS

Q.

Your career and volunteer work
at the local, state and national levels –
beginning in the ‘70s – focused on
building liaisons between government,
business, education and cultural arts.
Bring us up to date?
I’ve become the primary fulltime
caregiver for my 96-year-old mother
Merle Dekle Teate and am again a
student. I’ve learned how aging can
be the most difficult challenge adults face –
whether as the caregiver or the person
receiving care. I’m
a passionate
supporter
and
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Getting to know Suzanne Teate

advocate on behalf of caregivers and
the Caregiver Coalition of Northeast
Florida.

Q. What is the Caregiver Coalition?
Local nonprofit organizations and
the City of Jacksonville partner to form
the Caregiver Coalition: Community
Hospice, Alzheimer’s Association,
ElderSource, Mayo Clinic Memory
Disorders, Aging True and AgeWell
Institute at Baptist Hospital. The
Coalition offers support, networking,
resources, education, workshops and

“There’s much to learn about caregiving
and handling mixed emotions: love, loss,
anger, sadness, guilt and frustration.
Caregivers must balance a personal life
and caregiving with time management.”

events for caregivers of seniors or anyone with chronic illness.

Q. Can you describe the experience of caring fulltime for your mother?
Caregiving is so important and its
value is priceless. My wonderful mother has taught me more as an adult
daughter than I ever thought I needed to know about individual life, love,
loyalty, liberty and aging with dignity in
a loving, nurturing environment.

Q. You’re deeply concerned about
caregivers. Can you explain why?
There’s much to learn about caregiving and handling mixed emotions:
love, loss, anger, sadness, guilt and
frustration. Caregivers must balance a
personal life and caregiving with time
management: coordinating doctors,
social workers, arranging services,
going to appointments, phone calls
and picking up supplies and prescriptions. It can be expensive, exhausting,
isolating and stressful for caregivers,
who may become depressed or lose
touch with their own lives. They often
neglect their own physical, mental
and emotional health, with little time
for personal relationships, family members or friends. Caregiving interferes
with jobs, goals, dreams and hobbies
because caregiving continues
around-the-clock: finding substitute sitters is difficult.

Q. You’re writing a book for
caregivers. What led you to this?
I'm driven to write about caregiving,
to help and inform caregivers. I previously held high-profile, challenging
career and volunteer jobs. I worked for
Florida’s Department of State
(Chairman of International Cultural
Exchange & Director of Cultural
Affairs); the Florida Arts Council (Visual
Arts & Art in State Buildings); National
Endowment for the Arts (Statewide
Museum Services Coordinator), U.S.
Department of Education (Special Arts
Project Director); interim director for
the Jacksonville Art Museum and cultural arts liaison to local nonprofits for
Jacksonville’s Office of the Mayor. My
bachelor’s degree is in Art History &
English (‘69), master’s in Art History
(‘72) and a doctorate in Philosophy
(‘95). One of my most important civic
volunteer roles was an appointment
by President Reagan to the White
House Committee on Business and
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Education. I held administrative and
faculty positions with University of
Florida, Florida State University,
University of North Florida and Edward
Waters College and taught students in
the U.S. and abroad. I’m a speaker
and wrote a time management guidebook. Caregiving is the most challenging task I’ve ever faced.Yet as we give
back to our loved ones, providing normalcy and support, there is great joy:
we become even closer as a family.

Q. You have long demonstrated
commitment to women’s' and gender
issues, human rights and cultural arts.
Which of your activities were most
important?
Volunteering to raise funds and submit the application for Jacksonville to
be named a Top Ten City among
America’s Most Livable Places (2004)
before the Super Bowl Game was
important. On the Florida Arts Council I
worked to ensure inclusion of local
human rights activists James Weldon
Johnson & Stetson Kennedy in the
Florida Hall of Fame. I asked Mayor
Godbold to reinstate the all-volunteer
Commission on the Status of Women,
which he did and that group is active
and effective. I’m proud to have
worked on the programs Art in Public
Places, Art in the Capitol and Art in
State Buildings which were innovative
in the ‘70s.

Q. Where do you volunteer now?
Because my time centers around
caring for my mother, I volunteer
behind the scenes for several local
nonprofits. I help with marketing, promotional ideas and networking. Our
local history is important to me and
right now I’m helping the Mandarin
Museum & Historical Society in urgent
efforts to preserve and relocate the
historic old St. Joseph’s Catholic
School for African American students,
circa 1889. Nuns originally taught the
children of freed slaves in the 600
square foot clapboard school, now
located on private property the owner
wishes to sell. Half of the $100,000
needed to relocate the structure to
Walter Jones Historical Park on
Mandarin Road has been raised, but
time is running out to save the historic
school, according to Mandarin
Museum & Historical Society Vice
President Karen Roumillat. For information visit the society’s website,
www.mandarinmuseum.net.
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Where government, taxes fall short, nonprofit sector provides
First Coast is first class in
giving

others might just say, ‘Wow, if she
can say it, so can I.’ Whether that has
happened or not, I can’t equate that to
any numbers, but I think now that
people have said it. I hope I moved
the needle a bit, but you can’t measure it,” Weaver said.

BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
In northeast Florida, where there
are almost 1.4 million residents, the
nonprofit sector ranks third in the
number of jobs created – behind
leisure and hospitality, and finance
and insurance, but ahead of construction, and transportation and warehousing.
Those 57,000 paid positions pale in
comparison to the more than 114,000
volunteers who gave a collective 2.34
million hours in time in 2011, according to a Jacksonville University report
State of the Sector: Fall 2012.
The value of those volunteer hours
amounted to nearly $44 million for
the 1,081 nonprofit organizations that
were served. Add to that $620 million
in donations and one can begin to
understand the impact that giving has
on the community.
These organizations cover the
gamut of interests and needs. In the
five-county area (Baker, Clay, Duval,
Nassau and St. Johns), one can count
256 nonprofits that provide services
for children, adults and seniors; 146
in the health sector; 134 associations
(PTAs, recreational sports, booster
clubs); 123 in the education sector;
112 in ministry, evangelism and religious education; 110 serve the arts
and culture; 30 are involved in animal
protection; 23 in the environment, and
one zoo.
Nonprofits share a unique DNA,
according to an infographic created by
The Nonprofit Center of Northeast
Florida. A nonprofit is the number one
most trusted organization to act on
quality-of-life issues; it is innovate
and accountable; a nonprofit offers indepth understanding of local community and it mobilizes unique resources

First Coast
acknowledgment

(federal and state dollars, volunteers
and donors).
Foundations, corporate philanthropy and individuals are responsible for
the two-thirds of a billion dollars in
giving. The Chronicle of Philanthropy
recently highlighted the 50 most generous donors of 2012 and
Jacksonville’s J. Wayne and Delores
Barr Weaver came in at #17 with
$83.7 million in giving for 2012.

Jacksonville fortunate in
Weavers’ embrace
Twenty years ago something really
big happened to Jacksonville. Yes, the
city became the proud venue for a
new NFL franchise. But even bigger –
and better – the owners of the Jaguars
began two decades and counting of
wholeheartedly embracing the community.
Absentee owners they were not.
When asked why they opened their
hearts to the community, Delores Barr
Weaver said, “Why we felt the way
we did feel, I’m not sure; but we really felt like coming in to this new community with an NFL team, we weren’t
just hanging on their coattails, that we
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could do much more than we ever
could have than just going somewhere
else and that’s been proven over and
over again.”
It’s clear she loves Jacksonville.
“It’s a great community and it didn’t
take us long to figure that out; we
were just grateful to be here; it
became our own right away.”
Much of Weaver’s focus has been
on children and women and she
explained why. “I’m not sure where
the focus on women and girls was
coming from, but we wanted to be
kind of exclusive and thought our
focus should be children; we found
out early on that this community has a
lot of children who are at risk. I’ve
always said, no child ever asks to be
born and they have no choice of a parent or the lack thereof. We have to
care about them and that’s why we
started the Jaguars Foundation.”
“As far as women, I’ve always felt
that women were not valued as they
should be and I thought okay, maybe
with this platform there again maybe I
can change that a little bit, bring some
equality or at least speak out. I really
thought if I would step out and say
some things about that inequality that

National Philanthropy Day
acknowledges the entire spectrum of
services that the nonprofit and civic
and service sectors provide, as well as
the profound impact that philanthropy
has on the fabric of society. Each
year, the Florida First Coast Chapter
of the Association of Fundraising
Professionals (AFP) honors donors,
volunteers and professionals whose
gifts of time, expertise and resources
contribute significantly to the quality
of life in our communities.
This year’s 28th Annual National
Philanthropy Day Awards will take
place on Tuesday, Nov. 5 at the Hyatt
Regency. This annual event is also a
fundraiser for the Florida First Coast
Chapter of the AFP to provide scholarships and educational opportunities
to further individual members’ professional development.
According to event co-chair
Courtney Weatherby, director of
development for We Care
Jacksonville, “Philanthropy in our
community can mean many different
things, whether you volunteer to mentor a teenager or attend a gala in support of a nonprofit or advocate on
behalf of a child suffering from a life
threatening illness, you are essentially
giving back to our community. I
believe all of these acts, through philanthropy, tie us together as a community. We see AFP’s National
Philanthropy Day as a way to honor
and celebrate these community
members.”

Happy Thanksgiving!
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Excellence in healthcare unsustainable without

PHILANTHROPIC GIVING
Wolfson Children’s Hospital one of country’s best thanks to donors
BY KATE A. HALLOCK
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
Jacksonville is home to the area’s
only locally owned and governed
healthcare system. That system
receives more than 242,000 visits to
its emergency centers annually and it
includes five MagnetTM- designated
hospitals, with 1,101 beds. (A Magnet
designation is the gold standard for
excellence in patient care and fewer
than seven percent of hospitals in the
country achieve it.)
That healthcare system is Baptist
Health.
When U.S. News & World Report
released its Best Hospitals 2013-2014
rankings in 16 specialties, Baptist
Health was nationally ranked in six
specialties and high performing in 10.

According to the report, 74 percent of 50 compared to children’s
hospitals across the country.
its patients said they would recomIn pediatric diabetes and
mend Baptist to friends and family;
endocrinology,
that’s higher than the
Wolfson Children’s
state average of 68 perWhen it comes
Hospital was supecent and the national
to health care –
rior in diabetic
average of 71 percent.
especially that of
patient manageWhen it comes to
ment, nurse-patient
health care – especially
your child’s – it
that of your child’s – it
makes good sense to ratio, commitment
to best practices,
makes good sense to
diabetes care
“buy local.” Why?
options, clinical
The only children’s
support services,
hospital in the region,
advanced technoloWolfson Children’s
gies, specialized
Hospital, is a nationally
clinics and prorecognized children’s
hospital. UU.S. News & World Report grams, patient and family services,
commitment to quality improvement
ranked diabetes and endocrinology,
and adoption of health
neonatology, orthopedic surgery, pulmonology and urology among the top information technology.

“buy
local.”

COMMUNITY

comes
first...

When it comes to newborns,
Wolfson Children’s neonatology superiority is evident in prevention of ICU
infections, heart-lung machines for
newborns, advanced clinical services,
clinical support services, and adoption
of health information technology.
Children with pulmonary issues
will be treated extraordinarily well at
Wolfson Children’s Hospital, which
received superior ratings in success
with asthma inpatients, asthma-management, management of neuromuscular weakness disorder, ventilator
patient survival, prevention of pressure ulcers, nurse-patient ratio, commitment to best practices, clinical support services, patient and family services, commitment to quality improvement and adoption of health information technology.

Since its founding in 1955, Baptist Health
Wolfson Children’s Hospital is also fortuhas invested more than $134 million in social
nate to have a philanthropic friend in former
responsibility initiatives, charity care and the
Jacksonville Jaguars quarterback, Mark
cost of uncompensated care.
Brunell, who lives in Ortega with his family.
That’s important when it comes to kids.
Brunell, who played for five NFL teams
No child is turned away from receiving
over the course of 18 years, has adopted
Wolfson Children’s Hospital’s care.
Wolfson Children’s as a favorite charity. The
“We serve all children in
Brunell Family
our region, regardless of
Foundation has been an
their ability to pay,
active supporter of
because it is our mission
Wolfson Children’s
and our commitment,”
Hospital for more than a
said Michael D. Aubin,
decade. “Mark has been
hospital president, Wolfson
steadfast and generous
Children’s Hospital and
for so many years in supSan Marco resident.
port of Wolfson
Baptist Health’s misChildren’s Hospital. We
sion is to provide accessiare grateful for all he and
ble, quality healthcare
Stacy have done and
services at the highest
continue to do,” said
level possible, cutting edge
Greene.
President, Wolfson Children’s
technology and research
The experience the
and relies, in large part, on
family had when their
the generosity of local benefactors.
six-week-old son required hospitalization at
“With the challenges facing health care
Wolfson Children’s in 1995 inspired Brunell to
and the rising costs of uncompensated care,
establish this foundation to benefit critically ill
philanthropic support is more critical than
children and their families.
ever to our ability to maintain the highest
“Because Jacksonville is my family’s
quality programs and services,” said Aubin.
home, we like knowing that when our
“We will continue to treat all children, regardFoundation raises funds for Wolfson
less of their families’ ability to pay, but we rely
Children’s Hospital, 100 percent of our contrion financial gifts to be able to do so.”
butions stay local and go to the hospital, not
To garner that philanthropic support,
overhead costs. And we know and trust that
Baptist Health President and CEO Hugh
because Wolfson Children’s Hospital is locally
Greene has a favorite mantra: community
owned and governed, the hospital will use
always comes first at Baptist Health. Doing
these funds directly for the benefit of children,
unto others means that Baptist Health relies
through expanded programs and advanced
on community connections with local philantechnology.”
thropists and donors to achieve its goals for
Next month Brunell joins the Weavers as
the community’s health care.
members of The Pride of the Jaguars, when
Gifts like the $10 million endowment in
he is inducted during halftime at the Dec. 15
2012 from J. Wayne and Delores Barr Weaver
game against the Buffalo Bills. Prior to that
support behavioral health programs for chilinduction, Brunell will hold a special fundraisdren and adolescents.
ing brunch to benefit Wolfson Children’s.

“We serve

all children

in our region, regardless
of their ability to pay,
because it is our
mission and our
commitment,”
Michael D. Aubin

It’s thumbs up from Dr. Raj
Sheth, head of Pediatric
Neurology at Wolfson
Children’s Hospital, for the
generosity of local
foundations, groups and
individuals who give to
ensure that the hospital
maintains its ratings of
excellence for children’s
health care.
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Before Baptist
Health Foundation
was established in
1985 to be the
conduit for all of the
fundraising
activities that
support Baptist Health, The Women’s Board of Wolfson
Children’s Hospital, which predates the Foundation by 12
years, has raised more than $22 million for select equipment,
programs and facilities at Wolfson Children’s Hospital since
1973. The Women’s Board’s two major fundraising events are

for fundraising

As one of the best children’s hospitals in the country,
Wolfson Children’s Hospital can’t sustain its excellence without philanthropy. Over the 58-year history of Baptist Health,
residents have been generous in their support. Among those
who hold the healthcare system close to their hearts in gifts
through the years include: J. Wayne and Delores Barr
Weaver, The Women’s Board of Wolfson Children’s Hospital,
The Lucy Gooding Charitable Foundation, The Brunell Family
Foundation, C. Herman and Mary Virginia Terry Foundation,
Wolfson Children’s Hospital Bass Tournament, and Wolfson
Family Foundation.
The community just keeps on giving. Wolfson Children’s
Hospital is a favorite beneficiary of Northeast Florida and
Southeast Georgia residents of all ages, and gifts of any size
are put to good use.

On the field or off, former NFL
quarterback and current coach for the
Episcopal School of Jacksonville Mark
Brunell plays to win, especially when it
comes to supporting Wolfson
Children’s Hospital, a worthy
cause near and dear to his
heart for more than a
decade

the annual Art & Antiques Show, held ever December, and
the Florida Forum lecture series. Both are well regarded and
residents eagerly look forward to attending these events.
Many groups and individuals support Wolfson Children’s
Hospital and the four adult hospitals that comprise Baptist
Health. From soiree-style fundraisers to school projects to a
child’s birthday or lemonade stand donations to individual
monetary gifts, anyone can be a donor and it can be as easy
as making a gift online at foundation.baptistjax.com/wchgive
or call (904) 202-2919.
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Oyster Roast
12th Annual

Friday, November 22nd, 2013
seven o’clock in the evening
Garden Club of Jacksonville
“River Day”
24” x 30” Oil on Canvas
Henry Von Genk III
TheVonGenkGallery.com

Join us for live music, silent auction, fabulous food
by Biscotti’s and succulent oysters!
Purchase tickets online at

www.stjohnsriverkeeper.org
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Post WWII Dinner Club closes after 66 years
BY LINDA SILFIES
The nation faced economic hardship during The Great Depression and
World War II. Despite the effects of
the war, Jacksonville leaders and
visionaries saw the need to organize a
formal, members-only dinner club to
boost morale. Who could have known
that the newly formed dinner club
would not only thrive, but have a
membership wait-list?
The year was 1947 – the same year
United States Congress proceedings
were televised for the first time;
Jackie Robinson, the first AfricanAmerican professional baseball player
signed with the Brooklyn Dodgers
and became the first AfricanAmerican to play major league baseball; the World Series was telecast for
the first time, and the Ribault Dinner
Club was born with 98 charter members. The inaugural meeting was held
May 28, 1947. The club ultimately
incorporated as St. Johns Dinner Club
in April 1962.
There are no early records indicating membership or dinners costs, but
by 1955 annual dues were $15 and
elegant dinners including entertainment were $3.00 per plate.
From its inception club venues varied before finding a permanent home
at the San Jose Country Club in the
late ‘90s. Whether held at the famed
Hotel Roosevelt, affluent Jacksonville
University, elegant Hilton Hotel or the
grandeur of Hotel George
Washington, all delivered splendor

and magnificence.
Of interest, Hotel George
Washington, situated on the corner of
Adams and Julia Streets, was a 15story luxury hotel in operation from
1926 until it closed in
1971. It was the site
of numerous dinner
club events. The
building was torn
down in 1973.
Currently, the site is
occupied by the new
federal court building
in downtown
Jacksonville. The
neon sign atop the
building was the first
neon sign erected in
Jacksonville. By the
1960s, it was the only
five-star hotel in the
area after
the demise
of the Hotel
Roosevelt,
which was
destroyed by
fire Dec. 29,
1963.
St. Johns
Dinner Club
(SJDC) had
its heyday in
the late ‘50s,
‘60s and
‘70s boasting upwards of 550 members. Some of its most noted members
included I.M. Sulzbacher, club president for the 1965-66 season.

Sulzbacher was a civic leader, World
War II veteran, political icon and
member of JTA. The Sulzbacher
Center, which bears his name, is
home to more than 340 homeless
members of the community providing
Hotel George
them with emergency
Washington
shelter and daily
meals, as well as
needed medical, dental and mental health
care.
Another famed
member included philanthropist H. Terry
Parker, who in 1955
deeded 30 acres of
property to erect a
public school in
Arlington, now
named Terry Parker
High School
in his honor.
Parker also
served on
the Board of
Trustees for
Baptist
Memorial
Hospital.
Hans
Tanzler,
American
politician
and judge,
who served as Mayor of Jacksonville
from 1967 to 1979, was also a member of SJDC, along with Dr. Frances
B. Kinne, who served as club presi-

dent 1979-1980 and became the fifth
Chancellor of Jacksonville University.
But as times changed and formal
black tie dinners were no longer in
vogue membership dwindled. By the
1998-99 season, numbers had dropped
significantly to a mere 191 members.
The downward spiral continued
despite each Board and president’s
devotion, hard work and attempt to
build membership by bringing in
renowned local First Coast artists and
distinguished guests, such as comedian-magician Mark Alan; Ted Knight
and his Littlest Big Band; Phillip Pan,
first violinist of the Jacksonville
Symphony; Daniel A. Nigro, New
York City Fire Chief, on duty
September 11, 2001 during the attacks
on the city, vocalist Lorna Greenwood
and a legendary performance by
Randy “Elvis” Walker.
When membership dipped below
charter numbers, the Board sadly realized that the club could no longer
meet contractual obligations and in
spite of every effort made to revitalize
and rebuild, it was time to end the 66year run at the end of the 2012-13
season. The last board meeting heard
the recommendation. The motion was
made and passed.
Once all financial and legal obligations have been met, the Board unanimously voted to donate money left in
the treasury equally among its favorite
charities which includes Wounded
Warrior Project, Jacksonville Humane
Society, Tim Tebow Foundation for
children and Community Hospice.

THINKING OF BUYING?
RATES ARE STILL LOW!

Now is a great time for government
loans through FHA and VA.
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Colonial Dames host tourism conference reception
at Ximenez-Fatio House
The Colonial Dames were
recently the hostesses “with the
most-est” at the Ximenez-Fatio
House Museum.
The national and state landmark
in St. Augustine recently served as
the host reception site for the St.
Johns County Cultural and
Heritage Tourism Marketing
Council’s 2013 Cultural &
Heritage Tourism Marketing
Conference.

The reception was hosted in the
courtyard of the historic boarding
house property where gatherings
have been held since the 1700s.
Guests enjoyed live music and
entertainment and tours with reenactors who portrayed individuals
in period costumes. The National
Society of The Colonial Dames of
America in The State of Florida
(NSCDA-FL) provided food and
beverages, as well as tours of the
property.

Compass to Care provides
important senior resources
Jewish Family & Community Services (JFCS), a full-service social service
agency serving both the Jewish and non-Jewish communities in Jacksonville
and surrounding areas, has launched “Compass to Care,” a program designed
to address navigating complex medical issues, receiving valuable community
support and more.
Compass to Care links resources and provides advocacy for seniors and
their families as well as conducting comprehensive in-home assessments,
helping to navigate complex medical care, accompanying seniors to medical
appointments and providing support to families, locally and at a distance.
“Our population of seniors is increasing each year, and one of the missions
of JFCS is to help people from all areas of life,” said JFCS Executive Director
Colleen Rodriguez. “We have found that many seniors have unmet needs in
the way of information and support, and Compass to Care has been designed
to fill in those gaps.”
For more information about Compass to Care or to sign up for the program, call (904) 394-5737. Fees for the program are based on ability to pay.
For more information about JFCS or its other programs, visit www.jfcsjax.org
or call (904) 394-5727.

Reception hostesses and tour
guides Wendy Laprade,
Norma Lockwood, Harold and
LaGrange Gippe

Reception hostesses
and tour guides Anita
Goyer, Dorothy Marsh,
Winfield Duss, Mimi
Baruch, Norma
Lockwood and Owene
Courtney

Milestone birthday for San Marco resident
Keep on truckin’ could be Sue Milford’s mantra.
The San Marco resident turns 95 years old on Nov. 18.
Milford, a long-time member of
Southside Baptist Church in San
Marco, remembers wonderful
people and events in her life living in Jacksonville’s Southside.
Born in 1918 in Hartford, AL,
she moved to Jacksonville as a
teenager and graduated from
Duval High School. Then Milford
started working as a secretary for
Goodyear.
“I remember being able to
walk from Springfield safely to
the downtown movies,” she reminisced.
In 1938 she married the love of her life, Charles
Milford, who owned an auto repair shop. They had a
son and moved to the San Marco area, when she

joined Southside Baptist in 1940 when it was “only a
white wooden building.”
“Southside has been a part of
my life for 73 years,” Milford said,
where she worked in the cradle
roll or with the babies. The
church will celebrate its 75th
anniversary in 2014.
Although she is a member of
the Baptist church, she smiles
and says her family is very ecumenical. “I have family members
who are Episcopalian, Unitarian,
Catholic, Presbyterian and
Methodist.”
Looking forward to the church’s special year and
her next birthday, Milford said the only advice she
would have for young people is “keep going and stay
busy.”
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San Marco in the 1960s
BY LAURA JANE PITTMAN
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
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Regular Way We Were contributor
David Gum has moved us into the
1960s, providing a wonderful comparison of today’s San Marco
Square to the Square of fifty years
ago. Thanks, David, for the memories!
Elegant shops, upscale restaurants, Balis Park, personalized sidewalk bricks, lion statuary – these
images probably come to mind at
the mention of San Marco Square.
The cosmopolitan commercial district surrounded by beautiful neighborhoods is today a destination for
discriminating shoppers and diners
citywide. Art festivals draw throngs
of locals, mostly content to just
stroll through the charming Square
to people-watch.
But if you rewind about fifty
years to the early- and mid-1960s,
the glitz and glamour had yet to
descend on the Square. Shopping
flourished then as now, although

High School Photo: David Gum

businesses in the old Square primarily served nearby residents seeking
essentials such as groceries, medicine, gas, clothes, and low-priced
general merchandise.
For a while, San Marco hosted
two grocery stores, A&P and
Setzer’s, as well as two full-service
gas stations. Balis Park was once a
Sunoco “island.” Speaking of
necessity shopping, does anybody
recall nagging your parents for
shoes from Utsey’s Buster Brown
store in order to receive a Poll
Parrot plastic egg? Those contained
treasures we all needed.
Growing up in the ‘50s and ‘60s,
it was a comfort knowing our entire
school life would be spent in the
familiar realm of San Marco. This
idyllic situation ceased in 1965
when Southside Grammar closed
and Landon Junior-Senior became

merely Landon
Junior High. Another
certainty for a generation of job-seeking
teenage boys was
that if all else failed
employment always
awaited them at the
Clarkburger Factory
down the boulevard.
Only a mile away
from my boyhood
base of St. Nicholas,
San Marco held
much allure for
someone with a bicycle. Back then, the
San Marco Theater
showed weekend
matinees for 25 cents
and six RC Cola bottle caps. There was
the option of just
chilling at ColeyWalker Drugs’ soda
fountain (now Bank
of America) and playing its pinball
machines.
Possibly the most fun a pre-driving lad could have in the 1960s
Square was hanging out at the
duckpin bowling alley. Located in
what is now a windowless building
between BOA and TAG, the bowling alley had been around for years
by the time my age group discovered the place. Older kids had
worked there as “pin monkeys,” a
celebrated position that vanished
with the advent of automated bowling machinery. Duckpin bowling
was played with three-pound, palmheld croquet-sized balls rolled on
shorter lanes, using smaller pins
than its regulation counterpart. The
sport hasn’t been around for
decades and is probably unheard of
by most.

Delivery to Your Home
or Business!
Your FULL SERVICE
neighborhood pharmacy,
and specialists
in compounded
medications.

Call Gary Roberts Today!

www.SouthBankRX.com

904.398.9660

Located at 1625 Atlantic Blvd (corner of Atlantic & Arcadia)
Serving San Marco, Riverside, Southside, Downtown and outlying areas
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Nightlife in San Marco has
thrived for years at Square One,
formerly Café on the Square.
Seasoned residents might remember
its predecessor, the Town Pump. In
1970 Wolfson Prom

the ‘60s, San Marco’s signature
watering hole was the one place offlimits to bike-riding teens. Once on
a dare, a friend and I waltzed into
the Pump and did a lap around it
before being escorted out by a stern
barman. This first pub visit confirmed my suspicion that growing up
took way too long. The place had
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everything – a piano, giddy patrons,
abundant dankness, and a bouquet
suggesting some sort of divine ashtray.
Two of the most vital San Marco
institutions for us
teenagers were actually
in the same complex –
the South Jax swimming pool (many of us
receiving our only formal aquatic training
there) and its downstairs neighbor, the
Southside Youth
Center. By the time we
were teens, dances at
the Youth Center were
drawing kids from all
over town. Attempting
to shed our awkwardness with the opposite
sex, we stumbled for
hours to the sounds of
the Lemon Twisters,
Southside Fish Market
Mouse and the Boys,
and the Soul
Searchers.
The Baptist
Eye Center
occupies the
one-time site
of San
Marco’s iconic hangout, the
Texas Drive-In. Teenfriendly food and a barelylit dirt parking lot made it
naturally one of the first
nocturnal destinations for a
newly licensed driver with
dad’s car – and an easy
Duckpin Bowling Alley
place to get a black eye.
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In retrospect though, marking
time at the Texas was probably
no more dangerous than flying
dad’s car over Thrill Bridge on
River Road.
These are some of the more
vivid memories of San Marco
by a boy who began the ‘60s on
a Schwinn and closed the
decade in a parental Pontiac.
Most of our haunts from that
day have vanished. With any
luck, the new kids on the block
will one day have their own
trove of San Marco nostalgia to
share.
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Assumption a place for many “firsts” in the priesthood;
centennial mass celebrated
Sara Christian, Julie Anna
Milton, Leilani Bajacan and
Lynn Layfield

BY LARA PATANGAN
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS

Joseph’s Catholic Church in Mandarin
was too far to be a viable option.
It was William C.B. Sollee, the
The legacy of faith transcends gen- father of Richard Sollee, a St.
erations, and that was evident at
Nicholas dentist and Assumption
Assumption Catholic Church last
parishioner, who petitioned for the
month with the presence of an altar
new church that was approved by
server whose grandfather also served
Bishop W.J. Kenny.
at the Southside
In the century
church’s first mass
following,
Photos by Bruce Layfield
100 years ago.
Assumption has
John Sollee, a
grown to a parish
seminarian studying
with 2,300 families.
for the priesthood,
Assumption
was thrilled to be a
Catholic School, the
part of the standlargest elementary
ing-room-only censchool in the diotennial mass by
cese, educates many
serving in the exact
of the church’s chilcapacity that his
dren on its current
grandfather did at
campus off Atlantic
Assumption’s very
Boulevard in front
first mass. “It was
of Bishop Kenny
awesome…how
High School.
faith brings us
Parke attributes
together and susits thriving church
tains us generation
and school commuafter generation,”
nity to the “strong
Sollee said.
Catholic identity”
Reverend Fred
that is maintained.
Parke,
The church feaAssumption’s pastures a perpetual
tor, was pleased
adoration chapel
with the mass that was presided over
that Parke considers to be the source
by the Catholic Diocese of St.
of parish blessings. “We have five
Augustine Bishop Felipe Estevez and
parishioners studying for priesthood
Bishop Emeritus Victor Galeone,
and six to seven nuns in formation,”
along with numerous priests who
Parke explained. “Really, it’s all since
were co-celebrants. “Mass was beauti- we started adoration [chapel] that all
ful,” Parke said. “It was wonderful to
those vocations are up – that we have
be a part of.”
all these blessings.”
Sollee said he was shocked by how
Assumption has had events
many priests there for the centennial
throughout the year in honor of its
mass had grown up as parishioners of anniversary, all of which culminated
Assumption and celebrated their first
at the October semi-formal gala, the
mass there. “There were at least 12
centennial mass and a luncheon receppriests celebrating with the bishops.
tion where more than 650 lunches
They all had such fond memories,”
were served.
Sollee said. “It was very rejuvenating
Looking to the future, Assumption
to see the history of the parish and all is in the process of planning for the
the faces of parishioners.”
construction of an early learning
The first mass was celebrated in a
childhood center to accommodate the
storefront on what is now Prudential
growing needs of the parish.
Drive on Oct. 5, 1913, with 140 peo“We are not finished yet with who
ple. Before that, the only way
we are and what we do. A centennial
Catholics had to fulfill their Sunday
is to celebrate what has gone before
obligation was to take a boat across
us,” Parke explained. “It is also a turnthe river to Immaculate Conception
ing of the page to a new chapter…and
Catholic Church downtown. St.
getting on with making more history.”

Centennial Gala Committee Janice Lowe, Ang Pracher, Sylvia Doan, Diane Fraser, Helen O’Neal,
Cherl Evers, Juanita Beidelman

Back row: Christina Sollee Petre, Natalie Lew (Annette Sollee's daughter), John Sollee, Helen Sollee, Tucker
Petre, Dorothy Sollee, Dr. Richard P. Sollee – Front row: Andrea Sollee Measor and Suzanne Sollee Kelleter

St. Anne’s Circle members Carol Baumer, Sandy McNamara, Suzanne Camp, and Lynn Bream
Mary Lynn and
Rob Heekin and
Lynn and
Anthony Villotti
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Adoption can be difficult, heartbreaking, but worth
the wait
Family Support Services
number one in adoptions
again
BY LARA PATANGAN
RESIDENT COMMUNITY NEWS
The first time Miramar resident Amy
Gadapee saw her daughter, she was
covered in sunlight streaming in from a
window in a far off land in China.
While there were other babies in the
room, she somehow knew that was the
little girl whom she had prayed and
longed for, the one she came all the
way from the United States to adopt.
That was seven years ago, and now
Gadapee, who is also mother to four
biological children, can’t see her
daughter, who she named Isabella,
belonging to anyone else.
“She’s mine. I’ve had people ask me
about her biological mother,” Gadapee
said. “I forget that there is a biological
mother.”
Gadapee’s desire to adopt an Asian
child goes back to when she was a little
girl herself. “There was this little Asian
girl at our church, and I thought she
was so beautiful,” Gadapee explained.
“I always wanted to adopt, but financially never thought we could.”
When she received a financial gift
that would cover the first fee of the
adoption, she took it as a sign to realize

her dream, and began filling out the
got picked.
necessary paperwork. At the time, peo“You get so close and it doesn’t happle only had to wait six months, but her pen,” Scott said. “A lot of people don’t
wait, which she called the hardest part
realize that the mom chooses – you
of the process, ended up being 14
have to be picked.”
months.
Finally she and her husband, Greg,
“It was the hardest 14 months of my were picked to be the parents of a baby
life, because she
boy, who is now
was already mine
five years old.
in my heart,”
“It’s been the
Gadapee
best thing that
explained. “I didever happened to
n’t know if she
me,” Scott said.
was safe or
“We have done
where she was, I
so many fun
just had to surthings with him
render it. But
and to get to see
when I finally
that through his
saw her, I knew
eyes…we love
she was mine.”
it.”
Like Gadapee,
Scott, who
Robin Scott, a
agreed to a semiSan Marco resiprivate adoption,
Amy and Isabella Gadapee
dent who couldn’t
said navigating the
have children, tried to adopt internaprocess could be tricky, as domestic
tionally, but by 2007 the wait had
adoptions can include paying different
become much longer.
expenses of the birth mom to be deterIn fact, six years later, she is still on
mined on an individual basis.
the list.
Still, she said it was worth it in the
In the meantime, she began working end.
on a domestic adoption with a local
“It’s not what I thought it would be,”
attorney and Emergency Pregnancy
said Scott. “But, it’s been so much betServices, which is located in Riverside. ter. I am just so glad I never gave up.”
Scott said there were a lot of ups and
downs in the process, which offers no
From fostering to a
guarantees. One of her low points was
forever home
getting chosen by a birth mother and
Besides international and domestic
then later finding out the woman decidadoptions, there is the option of adopted to keep her baby. Another time she
ing children from the foster care syshad made it to the top four, but never

tem. For the second consecutive year,
St. Nicholas-based Family Support
Services of North Florida, is ranked
first in the state in the number of children adopted from foster care. In their
last fiscal year, they placed 307 local
foster children in permanent homes
through adoption.
As of October 1, there were 165 foster children available for adoption.
“I am always amazed at the willingness of so many caring people to bring
these children into their families,” said
Lee Kaywork, chief executive director
FSS. “The love and devotion they
demonstrate is a credit to this community that should make us all proud.”
He credits some of that success to
Miramar resident, Duval County
Circuit Court Judge David Gooding,
who has been successful in expediting
adoptions so children can move more
efficiently out of foster care into permanent, loving homes.
“Government is a poor substitute for
a parent,” Judge Gooding said.
“Children need arms to hold them, ears
that listen to them and hearts that love
them. Government has none of these
things, but our foster and adoptive parents provide these in abundance.”
According to Michelle Weisheit,
Director of Services at FSS, there are
financial advantages associated with
adopting foster children compared to
private or international adoptions.
All foster children are considered
special needs because they have been
committed to the state, so they are
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eligible for Medicaid and a financial subsidy until they turn 18 years old.
After that, they receive a tuition waiver
to attend college that the adopted child
can use until he or she turns 28.
She also said there are benefits to
adopting older children including
avoiding the sleepless nights and potty
training that are inevitably a part of
having babies and toddlers.
“The majority of kids looking for
adoptive homes are 12 and over,”
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Weisheit explained. “We
don’t allow age to be a
factor in finding homes.
Older children are just as
deserving.”
Judge Gooding said he
feels like he “is in the
presence of giants when
standing with foster and
adoptive parents.”
“Adoption changes the
future for everyone for the
better,” the judge
explained referencing the
classic movie, “It’s a
Wonderful Life.” “You
take one thing and you
change it and somehow it
changes for
everyone…not just for the
individuals involved, but
the entire community.”
Judge Gooding also believes the
adoption process which puts these families together is something ordained by
a higher power.
Gadapee would agree.
“The love I have for Isabella makes
God’s love for me more real,” Gadapee
explained. “She’s not flesh of my flesh,
but I would give my life for her without
a second thought.”

Festival of Flight spreads wings at
Memorial Park
Plans for an upcoming
silent auction revealed
The day couldn’t have been
more beautiful for the 3rd annual
Angels for Allison Festival of
Flight on Sept. 28. Board member
Barbara Irving noted that there
was a steady flow of people all
Rosemary Robie of San Marco and Barbara Irving of
day, out to enjoy the fresh air,
are board members of The Allison Brundick
bands, foot trucks and activities. Ortega
Haramis Foundation. Irving is also coordinator of volunteers
Presented by primary sponsor and Ann Freeman, of Ortega, is one of the many volunteers
for Angels for Allison
Fidelity Information Services
(FIS), the festival raised over
project is angel ornaments, hand paint$70,000 just in corporate sponsored by hundreds of volunteers, includships. Irving estimated that proceeds
ing church and school groups at the
may top $100,000 this year, more than
studio in Venetia Village. While those
twice what was raised at last year’s
ornaments are patterned, the organizaevent.
tion plans to hold a silent auction of
The nonprofit raises funds to help
more than 100 angels custom painted
with the funeral or burial expenses of
by local artists. The auction will be
families who suffer the loss of a child.
Nov. 21, 6 p.m. at The Brick in The
The four-year-old foundation was
Shoppes of Avondale, and is sponstarted in memory of Allison Brundick
sored by the Fairfax Gallery and
Haramis, who lost her life in a car
Framing Establishment and the
accident at age 15.
Haskell family.
Angels for Allison’s signature
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Julia Landon students focus
on need locally, globally

Leadership team teachers, left to right: Sandi Platock, Diana Overby, Stephanie Barker, John Manias,
Ronica Cormier, Brianne Lundsten

Middle school learns leadership from within
CONTRIBUTED BY SARA BRAVO
PRINCIPAL, JULIA LANDON COLLEGE PREPARATORY
Julia Landon College Preparatory and Leadership Development School, one of
Duval County’s strongest academic magnet schools, also has a strong focus on developing its middle school students into leaders. Each student in every grade level is
scheduled into a Leadership Development class as a part of the overall curriculum and
a portion of each grade level class is focused on community outreach projects, supporting people and initiatives in the city and around the world.
The 6th grade class, taught by Stephanie Barker and Sandi Platock, is designed
with a “Leadership from Within” curriculum. Students examine personal traits by
studying The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens and attend lectures with guest speakers such as Sarah Sain, NAPO certified Professional Organizer. Topics covered
throughout the first nine weeks of the school year include organization at school and
for home learning, and proactive vs. reactive behavior and language. In addition, one
of the school’s 6th grade groups is working on a proposal to begin a paper recycling
program at the school. The first year in the Leadership program focuses on enhancing
the students through self-esteem building, communication, study and life skills, as well
as school outreach projects.
The 7th grade Leadership classes have targeted the issue of hunger in the community. They began the year viewing documentaries about hunger in America and continued with research on the issue of hunger in Jacksonville, then crafted their own newspaper articles on the topic. The students, and teachers Ronica Cormier and Diana
Overby, have partnered with Southside Baptist Church to feed families in need in the
local community. They have felt very motivated to take a stand against hunger by joining in on the 4x4x4 campaign. In support of this endeavor, students are currently collecting non-perishable items to be boxed and delivered to families at a cost of four
dollars. Each box is intended for a family of four, and should last each family for four
days. The 7th grade class is learning to foster strong, lasting service relationships
within the community one outreach project at a time.
After a global issues unit on conflict in Sudan, 8th grade students at Julia Landon
decided to host a shoe drive for gently used or new shoes. The shoes will be donated
to Soles4Souls, a nonprofit organization based in Nashville, TN. The organization will
distribute the shoes to people in need across the globe. The 8th graders, under the
guidance of teachers John Manias and Brianne Lundsten, are collecting shoes until
Nov. 4, and their goal is to reach a collection point of 1,500 pairs of shoes. At press
time, students had collected 575 pairs of shoes.
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Annual pumpkin-picking outing a
local tradition
Brooke Soulby,
St. Nicholas, welcomes
The Great Pumpkin
with wide-open arms

Above: Big smiles at the Pumpkin Patch for San Jose residents

Like Linus in It’s The Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown, neighJosie Bressler, Nicole Clifford, Cameron Clifford, Charlotte Bressler,
Andrew Clifford, and Michelle Bressler
borhood children eagerly flock to Southside United Methodist
Church’s Pumpkin Patch in search of their very own Great
Left: Elizabeth, Mia Parola and Helena Parola of San Jose at the Southside
Pumpkin.
United Methodist Church Pumpkin Patch
For more than 15 years, families have come to the point
they were babies. As members of SUMC’s youth group, they
between Hendricks Avenue and Old San Jose Road to take picwork at the pumpkin patch now.
tures amid the orange rows of rotund squash and purchase their
“I remember coming here on school field trips,” said Kailyn,
own perfect pumpkin as part of their Halloween tradition.
who now attends Landon Middle School. “It’s funny to see other
Proceeds from the sale of pumpkins range between $20,000
kids coming here now. That’s what makes it so fun.”
and $30,000 and are used to support the church’s youth
Elizabeth Parola, a 5-year-old San Jose resident, said her
ministries.
favorite things about the pumpkins are getting to carve them. But
Karen Moore, a San Marco resident and member of Southside
when asked what her favorite thing about Halloween was, she
United Methodist Church, said her children, Kailyn, age 13, and
answered, “The candy!” Linus would disagree.
Trevor, age 15, have been to the Pumpkin Patch every year since

Angels in the outfield at San Jose Catholic
San Jose Catholic School 8th grade students are
volunteering for the third year to help the Miracle League
of Jacksonville, which provides opportunities for children
and adults with disabilities to play baseball. The students are known as “Angels in the Outfield” as they
assist young men and women play a sport that they
love.
The students are on a rotation to attend the Friday
night and Saturday games throughout the season, providing an extra set of hands and legs – and a lot of heart
– to those with physical and mental disabilities who just
need a buddy to be successful.
The Miracle League says it best, “We cannot change
or cure the medical issues life has dealt them. What we

can do is provide them with an opportunity to experience the joy and benefits that come from playing
baseball.”
Miracle League teams play on a custom-designed,
synthetic Turf field that accommodates wheelchairs and
other assertive devices while helping to prevent injuries.
But it’s more than playing a game. The Jacksonville
Miracle League is about making new friends, building
self-esteem and being treated just like other ball players.
The students come away with more love and life lessons than the friends they are helping, according to
Carla Chin. “It is a wonderful gift to see everyone playing the game smiling and laughing, knowing that the
moment is to be cherished and enjoyed.”

San Jose Catholic
School 8th grader
Lindsay Dobrie, right,
assists a young woman
playing on the ball
team
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Cub Scouts tour Suns’ home,
yearn to play in the Minors

Bolles students
learn to care for
the river

Cub Scouts from Assumption Pack 106

Bolles School freshmen helped label a significant number of storm drain in the San Marco
area last month, reminding residents “Only
rain down the drain.” According to Jennie
Busey, education director for the St. Johns
Riverkeeper, “So often we forget that these
drains go directly to the river and so does
everything lining our streets from trash to leaf
litter, to fluids leaked from vehicles

Bishop Kenny “Pink Out” match against
Bolles volleyball

Volleyball coaches donned pink shirts on the sidelines for the game

Each fall rival schools Bishop Kenny and Bolles join
forces for a qood cause. Suzanne Winkler, Head
Volleyball Coach at Bishop Kenny recalled, “Bolles
Coach Elise Bush contacted me to ask whether or not,
in light of the heightened consciousness about breast
cancer, we could dedicate one of our two annual games
in support of breast cancer awareness. I thought it was
a great idea, and an even better idea to put our rivalry
with Bolles to work for a good cause.” The inaugural
Pink Out Game was held in 2008.
The event is held in October during Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. Hosting duties for the event rotate

Bishop Kenny students hung up their red shirts in favor of pink at the
annual Pink Out volleyball game vs. Bolles during Breast Cancer
Awareness Month in October

between the two schools and this year’s match was held
at Bishop Kenny. All money collected at the gate, as well
as proceeds from pre-event t-shirt sales at both
schools, is contributed to the Donna Foundation headed
by Bishop Kenny graduate Donna Deegan. To date more
than $20,000 has been raised by the Pink Out. Coach
Winkler summed it up by saying, “Our ability to pool the
efforts and resources of these rival teams for a common
good is the real spirit of the Pink Out; it allows us to
reach out to our community and share in a night that is
about more than sports…it is about helping those who
are fighting for their lives.”

There was no ball game, no peanuts and no Cracker Jacks®, but there was a
small crowd of youngsters cheering at the behind-the-scenes tour they took of the
Jacksonville Suns’ baseball facility last month.
The tour, which included visits to the dugout, batting cages, weight room and
press box, was a big hit with Pack 106 Cub Scouts from Assumption Catholic
School.
The children, many of whom play baseball in neighborhood leagues, were excited to learn details about player salaries, players who have been promoted to the
Major Leagues, and how during games the dugout is stocked with sunflower seeds
and Double Bubble Bubblegum.
Jonathan Rogero, a six-year-old boy who plays baseball in Hendricks Avenue
Baptist’s baseball league, said while he wants to be a scientist when he grows up,
he would love to play for the Jacksonville Suns someday. “It was so awesome,” he
said of the tour.
His dad, Mike Rogero, who played high school baseball at Bishop Kenny
agreed. “I really liked the tour. It’s neat to see the facilities and learn about the operations,” Rogero said. “I think it’s a great way to get the kids excited about playing.”
Jerry Whitley, a St. Nicholas resident who has four boys, three of whom play in
San Jose Athletic Association’s baseball
league, thought it was neat for his boys
to learn the players’ routine on game
day, where they practice and how they
train.
“Having four boys, I spend a lot of
time practicing and playing baseball,”
Whitley explained. “All the boys would
love to play for a Minor League team
someday.”
Delighting in details about America’s
Cody Tucker, Cody Morgan, Charlie Johnson,
Ty Whitley, Peter Patelli and Alex Patangan
favorite pastime keeps Jarrod Simmons,
director of community relations for the Jacksonville Suns, busy hosting three to four
tours a week. “It’s a lot of fun. The kids get to see a lot of stuff that they don’t get to
see during the games,” he said. “They really enjoy it.”

Celebrate Beloved Traditions — and Make New Ones!

Christmas at Gaylord Palms® Resort

It’s the most wonderful time of the year in sunny Florida!
November 23, 2013 – January 5, 2014
Make it a Christmas to remember at Gaylord Palms, where two million twinkling lights, lavish decor and an amazing
54-foot majestic Christmas tree create a holiday atmosphere like no other. Delight in fine dining, eclectic shopping and
festive entertainment, including ICE! — more than two million pounds of colorful, hand-carved ice slides and sculptures
featuring Frosty the Snowman. It’s a holiday celebration you’ll never forget.

Book your holiday getaway today!

ChristmasAtGaylordPalms.com
ICE! PRESENTED BY

or call (407) 586-2000
Shrek, Madagascar, Kung Fu Panda and all related characters and properties © 2013 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. Frosty the Snowman TM & © Warner Bros. Entertainment
Inc. & Classic Media, LLC. Based on the musical composition FROSTY THE SNOWMAN © Warner/Chappell. Pepsi and Pepsi Globe are registered trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc.

Some things just run in the family. For Amy Beardsley, it’s St.
Vincent’s Medical Center. Four generations of her family were
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learned her grandmother had advanced lung cancer. When
she went into labor at St. Vincent’s, her Grandma Lois was
there too—as a patient. One of Lois’ greatest wishes was
to meet her great granddaughter. Knowing this, nurses and
doctors stopped what they were doing and rushed Lois to the
maternity unit.Amy says she will never forget the moment her
grandmother came in and saw her newborn daughter. They
had the same bright blue eyes. Grandma Lois passed away that
night. The look of joy on her face when she saw her great
granddaughter, however, will live in Amy’s mind forever.This is
more than a job for our doctors and nurses.At St.Vincent’s we
go out of our way to treat all of our patients like family.

Meet Amy and hear her story by visiting jaxhealth.com or scan the QR code with your smartphone.

